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Accounting Measures to Meet Business Depression*
By Earl A. Saliers

Electric railway men have numerous problems pressing upon
them for solution, and more should not be added unnecessarily.
The increased price of all that enters into cost of service is prob
ably permanent. Price levels are higher because money is more
abundant. Those who have been unable correspondingly to in
crease revenues are seriously handicapped. We may feel that
present evils are sufficient and that to look into the future is court
ing trouble. But it is always best to plan a lasting success, and
doing so requires sound business foresight.
The events of the future are at best uncertain, but not alto
gether so. Economic events follow each other in a kind of rhythm.
We know this from observation of past events. We know that
periods of prosperity are followed by periods of depression; that
during the past one hundred and fifty years these manifestations
have seemed to obey a kind of law comparable to the swing of a
pendulum; and that their recurrence has continued under changing
conditions of government and finance. Many explanations have
been suggested by students. W. S. Jevons, the well-known Eng
lish economist, attempted to show that a certain relationship exists
between these depressions and the spots on the sun, which pass
through cycles of ten or eleven years, reaching the points of maxi
mum and minimum density within each cycle. Professor H. L.
Moore of Columbia University has written a book on economic
* A paper read before the American Electric Railway Accountants Association at
Atlantic City, New Jersey, October, 1919.
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cycles in which he attempts to show the connection between rain
fall and prosperity.
At any rate, the fact remains that the business world passes
through cycles marked by alternate periods of activity and de
pression. The theories which ascribe mathematical precision have,
I think, been largely discredited by facts. As more accurate sta
tistics are now compiled of the output of mines, factories and
farms, also of foreign trade and credit, we may expect these to
yield information to the future inquirer.
Most of us can recall the hard times of 1893-1896, and the dis
turbances following the outbreak of the European war are fresh
in mind. Financial history describes similar and earlier troubles,
such as the depressions which followed the panics of 1873 and
1837. Nevertheless business depressions are distinctly modern
phenomena. Before the organization of business on the modern
scale, there occurred extremes of scarcity and sometimes starva
tion in certain communities because of failure of local harvests,
but these misfortunes bore none of the earmarks of business de
pressions. They resulted from failures in production due to
natural causes. But the world is now unified—a great mart
wherein occur interchanges of commodities between most distant
parts. Harvest failures in one section are counterbalanced by suc
cesses elsewhere. The average productivity of the world does
not vary greatly from year to year. Much of the raw material
of industry is produced independent of the seasons. This is
true of mineral and forest products, which alone constitute more
than 60 per cent of the freight tonnage of railroads in the United
States. In the organization of business, not in any known natural
phenomena, do we find the best explanation of business depres
sions.
To consider in detail the causes to which these depressions
have been attributed would be to fill a volume. Under the super
vision of Carroll D. Wright, an investigation of the alleged causes
of industrial depressions was carried out and the results were
published in the first annual report of the commissioner of labor in
1886. So many possible causes of depressions were recorded
therein that one writer has suggested that an attempt to find the
true causes among such a number would be like hunting for a
needle in a haystack. About one hundred were listed. Many of
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these can be eliminated, however, by a process of selection and
the really important possible causes of depressions will be found
to number not more than twenty, of which some of the most im
portant are inflation, want of confidence, uneven production, ex
travagance and unemployment. I think that effect is often con
fused with cause. Thus it is conceivable that unemployment as a
result might be mistaken as a cause of depressions.
Fortunately, however, we accountants can leave to the econo
mists the further discussion of the causes of depressions, for we
are more interested in the fact that they do occur than in their
more or less remote origins. It is for us to do what we can to
diminish the evil effects of depressions. By being beforehand
we may help to diminish their severity and the spread of a knowl
edge of accounting principles will be a potent preventive of finan
cial disturbance. But should the possibility of future business de
pressions influence our policies to any great degree? If so, are
we to adopt distinct measures or merely shift our general policy
to a somewhat more conservative basis?
Radical plans and revolutionary suggestions I shall not offer.
The accountant’s duties are constructive; nevertheless he is lim
ited by existing conditions to more or less fixed methods of pro
cedure.
The first noticeable effect of a depression on manufacturers
is a falling off in orders; on transportation companies, a decline
in revenues. This means less money with which to meet fixed
charges, pay wages, make replacements of wornout machinery
and disburse dividends. Retrenchment becomes necessary and the
form which it takes determines whether or not the enterprise has
good staying power. Some obligations must be met to avoid fore
closure and upon the payment of others current operations depend.
There are also certain classes of repairs which cannot long be
deferred without reducing the efficiency of the service.
A large proportion of the investment in electric railways is in
the form of fixed assets. The term fixed assets is a misnomer,
however, except in case of land which is for most purposes really
a fixed asset. Many so-called fixed assets are wasting assets, dif
fering, however, from materials currently consumed, such as fuel,
oil, etc., in that they last a relatively long time and serve for the
same purpose hundreds or even thousands of times. Now this
3
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investment in cars, track, buildings, etc., enters into the cost of
service which an electric railway performs quite as truly as do
wages paid to conductors, motormen and laborers or as does the
money paid for coal used to generate power. But it differs from
the investment in inventories of supplies and from wages, salaries
and repairs, in that it is replacement, and consequently the actual
disbursement of cash takes place at infrequent intervals. The
length of these intervals corresponds to the useful lives of the
assets. If, for example, steel rails will last thirty years, that part
of the cost of service represented by the wear and tear of steel
rails need give rise to cash disbursements only at the end of a
thirty-year period. Much capital is so invested that replacements
are necessary only after twenty or thirty years.
What I desire to emphasize is that, when funds have been
tied up in constructions of permanent character, the wear and tear
resulting from their use in giving service is an element in the
cost of that service and should be reimbursed to the company in
current charges for service. If this is not done the company will
fail in the long run.
Assume the case of an electric railway corporation which con
structs its plant at a cost of $10,000,000, this amount being spent
to purchase rails, rolling stock, etc., which, let us further assume,
have an average normal useful life of ten years. Of course in prac
tice the replacement of the entire plant will not be made wholesale
but piecemeal; yet this fact does not affect the general proposition
that, on an average, in ten years the cost of the fixed assets is wholly
consumed in giving service. There enters into cost of service each
year about $1,000,000 of expense which is liable to be neglected in
fixing a fair charge for that service, for the reason that it may
be omitted for several years and the company will have enough
revenue to meet current obligations nevertheless. I appreciate
the practical difficulty of establishing an equitable charge, but that
does not affect the principle at stake.
Carrying our illustration to its logical conclusion, let us as
sume that five years pass during which enough revenue is ob
tained each year to pay current obligations. No attention, how
ever, is given to the fact that one-half of the average useful life
of the fixed assets is past, except in so far as occasional renewals
have become necessary. I contend that in failing to make a
4
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charge sufficient to cover not only current expenses but also the
exhaustion of capital invested in fixed assets, the company has
made a gratuity to the public in the form of service below cost;
that this policy leads toward bankruptcy; and that it should be
avoided, if possible, by making adequate charges from the be
ginning. If ten years pass before any charge is made for use of
plant, it may be difficult to explain why rates should be increased
although the increase is wholly justifiable.
One thing should be noted, namely, that to get back from the
public during the next ten years what was given them during the
first ten and at the same time make necessary replacements, the
company will be compelled to charge twice the normal cost re
sulting from wear and tear on its plant; for, since it neglected in
each year of the first ten to charge $1,000,000 for use of plant—
a charge to which it was wholly entitled—it should with propriety
be permitted to charge $2,000,000 each year for the next ten. This
illustration may be extreme in its neglect of details, but it proves
that nobody can be prosperous on an annual deficit.
I need not be specific about what should be done with the
money collected each year of the ten when an adequate charge is
made. That is a matter of practical finance to be determined by
circumstances. If it is neither distributed as dividends nor other
wise improperly used it acts as a financial bulwark and does more
than any other feasible thing to place the company on a basis
that will enable it to weather future business depressions.
Let us see how this works out. Experience teaches us that
we should expect a considerable depression at least once in twenty
years and also that the duration of severe depressions is not ordi
narily more than two or three years. Since the organization of
our present government no period of twenty consecutive years
can be selected which does not present evidences of depression in
some part thereof. Perhaps the same might be said of shorter
periods of time, but of that I am not certain. Once in twenty
years is often enough. When past experience shows what we may
reasonably expect in the future we ought to govern our acts
accordingly.
How much a depression will reduce revenues is problematical.
It differs with different industries, and public utilities are in some
respects more fortunate than manufacturing concerns because
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of the very fundamental character of the service that they perform.
Nevertheless, they cannot escape altogether. Where men are un
employed they do not ride daily to and from factories; moreover,
freight and express shipments are diminished. Reduced revenues
result; hence reduced disbursements. What, in these circum
stances, is the difference in staying power of the company which
has been adequately reimbursed for all costs of service and the
company which has failed to secure a return of expired invest
ment in plant?
The answer to the question rests partly with the disposition
of capital thus returned, but if it is employed legitimately the
company will benefit and the particular form which the funds
assume is not vital. There will exist, either in distinct form or
suffused through the volume of the assets, a quantity of wealth
which will afford cash or the credit to secure cash when it is
needed. This is true because funds destined for the replacement
of fixed assets may be deviated from that purpose for a time with
out evil results. It may be that a portion of such funds can be
permanently turned to other purposes.
Bankers are coming to depend more and more upon certified
balance-sheets, and, being conservative men, they will not grant
loans unless assured that balance-sheet values are real and not
merely the reflection of values now extinct. We cannot hope to
prevent our balance-sheets from becoming discreditable if we do
not put back into property what we take out of it. All realize this
so fully that I need not explain further.
Sometimes financial depressions are preceded by panics. Panics
are more intimately related to the stock and money markets than
are depressions, but they spring from the same general causes—
over-speculation, over-expansion and over-confidence—and when
such conditions are fundamental and widespread the resulting
panic is pretty certain to be followed by depression. Panics ag
gravate the evil results of depressions by creating an artificial em
phasis on the necessity of reducing credits, thus causing greater
contraction than conditions warrant. However that may be, the
contraction affects liquid funds and circulating capital more than
it does invested capital, because income from capital permanently
invested is oftentimes fixed by contract and because it cannot be
immediately withdrawn to meet pressing demands elsewhere.
6
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The income from some invested capital may increase, but it is
generally diminished, and the need for funds to supplement this
reduced income is above normal at a time when those who possess
funds are least inclined to make loans.
Consequently we must study the amount and character of the
current assets—not as abstract sums, but in the peculiar relation
ship which they bear to the current liabilities. In the long run the
status of the current assets may be less vital than that of the fixed
assets, but when sharp turns in prosperity occur, such as accom
pany severe panics, great embarrassment may occur when funda
mental conditions are good. The fate of many enterprises is then
quickly decided. The ones to be most severely tried are those
which allow an insufficient margin of safety in providing for the
liquidation of their current liabilities. Exactly what constitutes
an adequate margin of safety depends upon various factors—
chiefly the character of the business. Men familiar with the de
tails in a given case are better fitted than I to say whether such a
margin exists or not. I merely wish to emphasize as a matter of
principle the necessity of having it. The electric railway business
is a fundamental and stable one; hence the cost of an adequate
margin of safety should not be burdensome. The financial world
suffers first, and it takes time for the effects to be transmitted to
all industry, during which time some opportunity is given to fore
stall its worst effects.
Every business has customary lines of discount and credit.
These cannot be neglected without creating trouble at a time when
credit is weak and cash at a. premium. Therefore, care must be
taken that in normal times there shall exist a margin of current
assets over current liabilities big enough to absorb the force of any
sudden contraction, because contraction is accompanied by a
scarcity of new credits, and, as the word itself signifies, is an at
tempt to reduce old credits. There are always some enterprises
on the ragged edge of solvency, and if under stress they cannot
secure help they fail. The more such failures there are, the more
liable are stronger concerns to be carried down. No enterprise
can perish without leaving a series of consequences that, like circles
in water produced by a falling stone, diminish in intensity as they
flow outward, but affect a continually increasing number of other
organizations. The failures of weak concerns are cumulative in
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effect and have two possible results. Either their effects are neu
tralized through the absorption of their losses in the surpluses of
strong companies or the strong ones are also destroyed or weak
ened so much that a long period of liquidation follows and then
comes reconstruction on a more conservative basis.
We must provide business shock-absorbers in the form of
reservations and margins. These raise a corporation above the
dead level of existence. To the extent that we do this we place
ourselves in a strategic position and accomplish most through the
least sacrifice. Honest statesmanship sometimes prevents war at
small cost. Conservative accounting procedure may conceivably
prevent panics and depressions and will at least diminish their
severity.
Spread of sound accounting practice has a beneficial effect
cumulative in nature. Not only are those newly converted to its
use directly benefited, but others as well, because common losses
are reduced. Correct accounting practice is a real factor in last
ing prosperity.
The diseases of the business world resemble those which at
tack the living organisms. It has been said that the difference be
tween a man and a clock is that when the clock runs down it
stops, but that a man keeps going after he runs down. We are
sometimes compelled to keep going when the logical thing to do is
to stop, take stock of affairs, find the trouble and apply a specific
remedy. But we need not shut off the power and stop the machinery
if we act promptly, any more than a man needs ordinarily
to enter a sanatorium if he looks diligently to his health before he
loses it. A man is overworked when the vital forces are con
sumed faster than they are replenished. The same is true of a cor
poration—it cannot undergo continuous drain on its reserve forces
without damage to itself.
The steps necessary to meet business depression are those
which constitute conservative policy. We will all agree that those
measures which can be taken as preventives are better than make
shift cures instituted at the last moment. A system of accounts
has a purpose as well as a detailed procedure. Corporations are
usually organized for an indefinite period of existence, and the
accountant should shape his policy to meet the demands of to
morrow. He cannot do this unless he recognizes the true char
8
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acter of fixed assets and how they fit into and form part of in
vested capital. The plan of “service at cost,” already adopted in
several large cities, emphasizes the necessity of determining what
the elements of cost are. L. R. Nash and others have shown that
service is not “at cost” unless in cost there is included an adequate
charge for use of fixed assets as well as current expense.
It has been and still is the belief on the part of many that all
that can be accomplished by the measures which I have been con
sidering can be equally well accomplished through a general sur
plus account to which there is carried each year part or all of the
annual profit. Certainly there can be no objection to a surplus
account, but we must keep distinctly in mind that no real surplus
ever exists so long as invested capital expired is not returned
through the rates. The surplus account when properly used is
distinctly an excess account into which undistributed profits are
collected. Ordinarily there is nothing to prevent the distribution
as dividends of the entire surplus because it is in no way related
to the problem of preservation of investments. Many so-called
surpluses are in reality not surpluses at all, because all proper
costs are not charged and the apparent profits exceed real profits
by exactly the amount by which the company understates its cost
of operation. A paper surplus is a delusion and tends to create a
feeling of confidence not justified by the real condition of affairs.
There are too many legal and business axioms covering this point
to make further emphasis necessary.
What I have said is based on the assumption that revenues
are adequate. That they are not always so I am fully aware.
How to make them so is a topic now widely discussed in the daily
press. This, however, is a matter affected by factors quite irrele
vant to the present discussion. I mention it here because I am
not unaware of the difficulties that usually have to be surmounted
before effective things are accomplished.

9

Cost Accounting in the Chain Industry*
By F. W. Hilditch

Owing to the various operations employed in the manufacture
of chain as distinct from jewelry chain and the variations in the
processes themselves resulting from the numerous sizes and dif
ferent kinds of chain manufactured, the cost accounting methods
of the chain industry comprise many interesting and unique fea
tures.
The manufacture of chain demands no new principles of cost
accounting, but, as hereinafter shown, some of the methods of
application are the outgrowth of manufacturing conditions peculiar
to this particular industry.
At the present time there are four distinct processes for the
manufacture of the various grades and sizes, and the adoption
of any of these by a manufacturer is governed to a great extent
by the kind and size of product required and the amount of capital
available for investment in the necessary equipment.
Operations

The four operations are as follows:
1. The stamped link
2. The weldless wire link
3. The electric weld
4. The fire weld
In the first process, suitable for small sizes only, flat links are
stamped out of band or hoop steel, which are then bent and as
sembled into chain by automatic machinery. This product is
plated and is then sold as coil chain, or, after the chain has been
fitted with certain attachments (some of which are purchased and
some fabricated by the chain manufacturer), complete articles are
produced, such as halters, cow ties, kennel chains, etc.
The weldless wire link process also is used for the manufacture
* A thesis presented at the November, 1919, examinations of the American Institute
of Accountants.
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of the smaller sizes of chain, but through this process wire is
converted into short or continuous lengths of chain in one opera
tion, the several links of which are so formed that they will with
stand a fixed tensil strain without pulling apart. Various machine
methods of forming these links are used by different manufac
turers and sometimes by the same manufacturer, with the result
that there are several styles of this chain on the market, each hav
ing its own advantages. This product is finished in a similar man
ner and is sold for much the same purposes as the stamped link
chain.
Electric welded chain is confined to small sizes, although cov
ering a somewhat wider range than the chain manufactured by the
first two processes. Two distinct operations (viz.: forming and
welding) are required to complete the chain to the point where it
can be converted into commercial articles. The material used is
wire or rods up to about one-half inch in diameter and is formed
on specially designed machines into various styles of links which
are made singly or in continuous lengths, according to the product
desired and the method to be used in welding. The welding is
done by electricity on machines, some of which are practically
automatic, while others are only semi-automatic, requiring more
attention and greater skill on the part of the operator. This chain
is frequently sold in continuous lengths with no finish, or with a
bright finish obtained by “tumbling,” and a considerable portion
is fitted with special attachments and thus converted into articles
similar to those produced from stamped link or weldless link
chain.
Fire weld chain can be made in almost any size, but this pro
cess is not practicable for the very small sizes because of the ex
cessive labor cost as compared with chain made by any of the
other processes. The links are made in various styles, according
to trade requirements. For the smaller sizes they are formed by
cold winding rods into spirals which are cut into links, and for the
larger sizes by heating short bars and shaping them into links by
hand or machine. These links are then heated in coke, gas or oil
fires and welded wholly by hand hammers or in part by hand and
in part by power-operated hammers. This chain is usually sold
in specified lengths fitted with special end links or attachments, and
frequently with both.
11
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Chain made by any of the four processes described requires a
certain amount of inspection, which, in the case of electric welded
chain, is a very rigid one. Much of the electric welded chain and
practically all fire welded chain must also be subjected to a
strength test according to standard specifications.
Chain plant cost accounting is somewhat complicated because
some manufacturers use more than one of the processes heretofore
described and frequently adopt varying methods of operating each
process. Furthermore, in the case of welded chain the same
styles and sizes, within a certain limit, may be made by either of
the two welding processes, and some manufacturers fabricate
or assemble many of the attachments used on the chain, neces
sitating forming and assembling operations, which are sometimes
more complicated than those involved in the manufacture of chain.
Stock Records

For a modern chain plant properly controlled stock depart
ments and the maintenance of accurate records of incoming and
outgoing material are vitally important features of a trustworthy
cost accounting system. Contracts for raw material must be made
far in advance of consumption dates. The tonnage turnover is un
usually large, and, while the supply of raw material must be con
tinuously replenished by an inflow of new material, the accumula
tion of surplus stocks should be avoided—otherwise an excessive
amount of working capital would be employed unnecessarily.
Moreover, the demand for many of the chain products is seasonal,
especially those for agricultural and lumber purposes, which neces
sitates the carrying of a very large stock of finished and partly
finished material at certain periods of the year, when it would be
found impracticable to take a physical inventory.
Material forms the major element of the manufacturing cost
of chain, and therefore accurate costs are largely dependent upon
accurate material consumption records.
Hence it is absolutely essential that continuous stock records
be maintained of raw materials and manufactured products by
sizes and kind which should show at all time quantities on hand,
quantities consumed or shipped during a given period and quan
tities on order. These records must be compiled from receiving
reports for all incoming goods, from requisitions for all materials
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consumed, from daily production reports for all product stored
and from shipping reports for all product shipped. From the
summaries of these reports (the details having been posted to the
numerous commodity accounts maintained in the stock ledgers)
the money values are entered in the factory ledger, in which classi
fied material accounts are maintained as controlling accounts for
stock ledgers similarly classified.
To keep the stock records thoroughly revised as to quantities
actually on hand, it is necessary to take frequent physical inven
tories of various items of stock, so that the book records may be
compared with physical conditions several times within a fiscal
period. Any quantity adjustments necessary in the stock records
must be made in the material controlling accounts on the factory
ledger at money values.
In a well-organized plant it is the custom for the storekeeper,
when placing a requisition on the purchasing agent for a replenish
ment of stock, to take a physical inventory of the material being
requisitioned, as the stock on hand at that time should have
reached its minimum; consequently, the task becomes less onerous
and lends itself to greater accuracy. These inventory reports are
compared with the purchasing agent’s record of maximum and
minimum quantities to be carried of each commodity—and there
fore largely prevent the purchasing of material when not really
needed—and are afterwards forwarded to the stock ledger clerks
for comparison with their records, which are adjusted to the phys
ical conditions after proper inquiries have been made as to the dis
crepancies in quantities of any moment.
Scrap

Scrap is an important element affecting the cost of chain, and
therefore adequate records of scrap produced are necessary in
order that credit can be given, at scrap value, to the product in
the manufacture of which the scrap was made. These records
also are important for the determining of the efficiency of machines
and operators and the quality of the material used.
It may here be stated that the majority of manufacturers in
any line of business where scrap is produced set its value at the
current market price or at an arbitrary figure which reduces the
production cost of the main product accordingly. In the case of
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salable scrap the writer has always advised that its value should be
the current market, price, less an estimated amount to provide for
the labor cost of picking up and loading the scrap on cars and also
for a selling cost. Unless this method is adopted, the scrap is
being carried in the inventory at selling value; and, moreover, the
cost of the main product is understated by the amount of expense
incurred in handling and selling the scrap.
Payroll

The payroll of a chain plant presents some complicated con
ditions, as it covers a wide range of labor classes, including the
unskilled laborer, the semi-skilled operator working on automatic
machinery, the highly skilled operator performing largely hand
operations, machinists, diemakers, millwrights, etc. In order to
stimulate production and to provide for local labor conditions,
various methods of payment for labor are used in the same plant,
including the weekly wage, hour rate, day rate, piece rate, pro
duction premium plan, overtime bonus, attendance bonus, etc. It
has been found more satisfactory to compute the payroll daily from
time slips covering the total hours worked by each man, segregated
to show the time spent upon each different product in case of pro
ducers and upon each class of expense or shop construction orders
in case of non-producers. A clock system must also be used in
conjunction with the time slips, in order that by ringing in and
out at the beginning and end of a working shift a weekly check
can be obtained on the accuracy of the hours reported on time
slips, upon the basis of which bonuses are calculated. The use of
a clock by each employee is essential, even though he may be
working on a piece-work basis, as it furnishes a check on his at
tendance, which, to ensure efficient production, should be regular.
Overhead Expense

Owing to the diversity of methods used in the manufacture of
chain, the different degrees of machine and hand work required
to complete the various operations, the fabrication of chain at
tachments and the variety of commodities produced, it has been
established that the best method of distributing factory overhead,
for the purpose of obtaining an accurate unit cost of each com
modity, is to segregate the expense to the various departments af14
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fected, and thence spread it on the product upon which the de
partment performs an operation.
An account must be kept for each operating department, to
which all department expense is charged and, in addition thereto,
a proportion of fixed factory charges. This expense cannot be
applied to the cost of a product by any uniform method. Each
department must be considered independently, and, in the end,
bases for distribution will include the percentage of labor, man
hour, machine hour, links and pounds plans. The methods which
furnish the most constant unit and the unit connected most closely
with the product at that particular stage of manufacture should
be employed.
The segregation of expense to departments is facilitated by
the adoption of an expense distribution report, through which
non-productive labor, as determined from time slips, is credited
to the departments performing the work and charged to depart
ments benefited thereby.
Costs

Requisitions and time slips used respectively with stock records
and payrolls and the application of overhead expense, as previ
ously mentioned, furnish the information necessary to compute
the manufacturing cost of the various products fabricated.
A strict use of the individual job method has not been found
practicable in certain chain manufacturing operations. The most
satisfactory method is a combination of the individual job cost
and the monthly operation cost methods. Under this plan the
labor cost of an operation—for example, “forming”—is com
puted for the period of a month for each size and kind of chain
formed, or in case of sizes and kinds which experience shows are
uniform as to labor cost and output the computation will cover
all of such a group.
For a monthly operating labor cost computed for a group of
sizes it is necessary to show on the production cost summary the
quantities of each size and kind of chain, grouped as to each
specific operation, and to apportion the labor thereto by segregat
ing time slips for each operation. Thus the labor cost is obtained
of one operation for a number of sizes, and the material cost, by
size and kind, is readily obtained from the material requisitions,
15
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as the raw material used is governed by the size and kind of chain
to be produced.
The product at this stage is reported into stores in a semi
finished condition and carried on the stock records until subse
quently withdrawn against assembling job numbers to be con
verted into various products on which the completed cost is ob
tained by the individual job method. Costs computed in this man
ner are made a part of the financial records through the produc
tion cost summary, which is so arranged that stores and depart
ment accounts can be credited therefrom with the total value of
material and partly finished stores consumed in manufacture and
with the labor and overhead applicable to cost of production re
spectively, and stores accounts are charged with the value of
semi-finished and finished products reported into stock and the
cost of sales with the finished product shipped.
In the cost of fire welded chain, fuel is an important element
and is applied as a direct cost to the product. To obtain a proper
distribution thereof, as between different sizes, it is necessary to
know the daily fuel capacity of each furnace and apportion the
actual fuel consumed on that basis in conjunction with the number
of hours operated.
In the case of manufactured goods, the unit prices shown
on the stock records, at which they are drawn out of stock, are
the previous month’s costs and may differ from those of the
current month when obtained. To pick up any difference, with
out the detail involved in a consideration of each job cost, all
actual costs of a month’s output are adjusted to the values at
which the stocks were drawn from stores during the month. The
balances on hand at the end of the month in the stock records are
then adjusted to the actual costs, if the difference between the
actual costs and book costs warrants the adjustment.
Work-In-Process

On account of the speed with which chain passes through the
different operations it has been found extremely difficult to keep
an adequate check upon work-in-process between the points at
which it is reported into stores.
It has been found advisable, therefore, to take monthly physical
inventories in certain departments or groups of departments in
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order to check the work-in-process record on the production cost
summary. This is not a difficult task, as it is necessary only in
those departments covered by the monthly operation cost method,
where the accumulation of work-in-process is always small. For
departments working upon the job cost basis, the work-in-process
is checked whenever a job is closed, which is sufficiently accurate
for monthly financial statements.
Operating Statements

An important feature of chain plant cost accounting is the
monthly operating statement which is compiled from the depart
ment charges in the factory ledger. It shows for each department
the productive labor and the cost of operating, divided into various
classes of expense. The total figures are summarized to show the
total operating cost for the month divided into the same classes
of expense. These figures totalled for the period of a calendar
year will furnish the necessary details (except for the item
“material purchases”) required in the income tax returns in sup
port of the total cost of sales.
The actual monthly overhead rate determined for each depart
ment and the rate used are also recorded on these statements,
thus furnishing in condensed form, for the use of the production
superintendent, a complete history of the month’s operations by
departments and in total.
*
*
*
*
The methods above outlined result in obtaining manufacturing
costs which, together with the selling and administrative cost, are
used as a basis for selling values.
In a manufacturing concern the aggregate value of the in
ventory usually represents the largest item of quick assets, and it
is therefore of the utmost importance that the amount should be
correctly and conservatively stated. The safeguards adopted,
in addition to the frequent taking of physical inventories of com
modities to serve as a check upon the accuracy of quantities car
ried on the stock records, previously mentioned, are:
(a) A periodic scrutiny of stock records for the purpose of
ascertaining the inactivities of any stocks carried;
(b) The adjustment of values of inactive stock;
(c) Provision for obsolescent material.
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Any obsolete material discovered should be scrapped or sold,
as the use of the money realized and the gain in storage space will
usually more than offset any loss sustained by the difference be
tween the book value and the amount realized on its sale.
Except for work-in-process, it therefore becomes necessary
to take a physical inventory at the close of a fiscal period, but it is
customary at that time to transcribe from the stock records the
entire inventory, showing the quantity and description of each
commodity, its unit price and value.
In conclusion, it may be stated that, for a corporation operat
ing several factories, it has generally been found practical for
each plant to carry on its own records the construction accounts
and depreciation reserve accounts. The authorizations for con
struction are first approved by the management at headquarters
and the various depreciation rates are also established there, to
become operative at the beginning of each fiscal period. Uni
formity in accounting is adopted at each plant, with the result that
the trial balances, combined with that of the head office, can be
readily converted into a consolidated statement of assets and
liabilities at the close of any month.
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The Riddle of the World*
By P. H. W. Ross

According to Pope, man is the riddle of the world.
Essay on Man occur these fine lines:

In the

“Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurled,
The glory, jest and riddle of the world.”

As an introspective reflection this is doubtless true. It is also
true of groups of men in the aggregate, of nations, as it is of
individuals.
For instance, there is no right-thinking American who does not
passionately desire that his country shall be the glory of the world;
not one who would not shrink from the imputation or risk of
America’s becoming the world’s jest. And yet we shall be just
that, the world’s joke, its jest, unless we put ourselves most seri
ously to the task of solving as best we can the riddle of the world.
The greatest riddle in this world is how to keep millions of its
inhabitants standing on their heads all the time.
The gregarious tendencies of mankind are ineradicable. Men
and women insist on getting together, in pairs, in groups, in
tribes, in nations, in swarms, until the inevitable stage arrives
when, as in England, for example, 45,000,000 are trying to live on
an earth-base which is only large enough to support about 5,000,000 in a natural way.
I say natural advisedly, as distinguished from artificial. Only
those countries whose area is sufficiently large and whose soil is
sufficiently rich to produce enough food, clothing and shelter for
their own people, without fictitious aid from other countries, are
supporting their population in a natural way.
The rough test is that no blockade could starve out the in
habitants of such a land, provided their interior system of trans
portation were equal to the task of distributing food from farm
to city.
The people of the western hemisphere in general, of Russia
(as a whole), of Australasia and of China, are they who stand
* An address before the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants,
October 6, 1919.
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upon their feet. Nearly all the rest of humanity is basically out of
balance, and in many European countries they are actually stand
ing on their heads, catching at all sorts of guys and braces in the
vain endeavor to support ten persons where, from a purely natural
point of view, there should be only one.
It does not follow that this is altogether wrong—quite the
contrary. Life would be horribly dull if we did nothing but just
stand on our feet and rejoice that we were naturally poised.
Here is the great world all around us, in all sorts of postures
and contortions, and the thing for Americans to know is, first,
what the general proposition is and then manfully and intelligently
to tackle our share of the adjustments and re-adjustments which
will continue to the end of time.
Let us not deceive ourselves on this score. Nothing “stays
put” in this universe, not even the universe itself. Always there
will be over-crowding, somewhere, because fluctuating humanity
insists on still further crowding already congested humanity.
Crowds go where crowds are.
Therefore adjustments and re-adjustments or, in other words,
movements of food, clothing, ornaments and building material
from place to place will always continue. These movements are
the bases of foreign trade or international commerce and con
stitute the riddle which Americans must help to solve.
Until 1914 our position in the great world of commercial
affairs was that of a young man who had not yet entered upon
his estate—one who was still a minor—who had not attained his
majority—who was still obeying orders from older and wiser
men than himself. The reason was this: we did not participate
in solving the riddle of the world. We were of use—yes, in
deed—but we did not help to direct the machine of international
commerce, first, because we did not know how and, second, be
cause we were a debtor nation. Nobody outside of America owed
us anything. On the contrary, we owed everybody who would
lend us a dollar. And since it is nearly always he who puts up
the money who is the master and who gives the orders, it is easy
to see that our chief role was that of an obedient servant.
It is much easier, much simpler and requires much less knowl
edge to be a servant and do what you are told than to be a master
and wisely direct the operations of others.
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So, when the war came, with its complete overturn of pre
existing relations between the United States and Europe, it
brought with it not only America’s startling metamorphosis,
whereby with one wave of Fortune’s wand we were turned from a
debtor to a creditor nation, but also the stern necessities that ac
company a grown man’s entrance into the maelstrom of life.
No longer could we cavort around among the nations of the
world like a lusty lad, care-free and gay. No longer could we
disregard conditions in other lands. On the contrary, we now
have to “watch out” in very marked degree, if we don’t want the
goblins of ruin and disaster to “get us.”
This change in the complexion of our affairs is well illus
trated by an experience of my own.
In 1911 I was in Scotland and was introduced to the chairman
of a certain bank. I told him that I had come from the Pacific
coast, where for many years I had been engaged in the business of
a country banker. He then asked me no end of questions about
the street grades in one city, the sewer system of another, the con
ditions in such and such a school district, as to whether the county
of X had exceeded its legal limit of indebtedness, and, in fact, he
betrayed an intimate knowledge of local conditions in the states
of Oregon and Washington that astonished me.
I asked him if he had ever been there.
He said, “No.”
I then remarked that he seemed to know more about the region
than I did myself, and I had lived there for over twenty years.
“Well,” said he, with a funny little Scots grin, “maybe ye
ha’ent lent ’em a million poon’.”
‘ “No, indeed,” said I.
“Well, we ha’e,” said he, “an’ we’re watching oor siller.”
So there you are! There’s the difference! When you’ve got
your eggs in a certain basket, you have to watch that basket.
Prior to 1914 we had no eggs in European baskets. On the
contrary, as I have said, we were always ready to borrow and to
use the last dollar of outside money that Europeans or any other
nationals might choose to lend us.
In those days little did we have to concern ourselves about
the street grades of Budapest or the sewer system of Paris or the
school districts in Hungary or the fertility of farm lands in north
ern France.
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But now all is changed, and just as my friend the Scots banker
had to know all about municipal and public service securities in
Oregon and Washington, all about our farms out there, about
water rights, alkali lands, alfalfa raising and apple growing, so
to exactly the same degree must we in America intimately ac
quaint ourselves with local conditions in European regions where
our money is invested. There is no escape from this necessity
if we are to save our customers for ourselves, let alone saving
them for themselves.
Hear another agricultural simile, coarse, apparently inhuman,
but absolutely true. When a man or a set of men is in debt to
another man or group of men, the debtors are as so many cows
to the creditors. The creditor, like the farmer, milks his cows,
to be sure, but then, on the other hand, he feeds them more
liberally than he does himself, and almost invariably shelter condi
tions for the cow are relatively more luxurious than for the man.
Times without number have I seen better bams than dwelling
houses on farms, and almost always the beast of the field enjoys,
relatively, greater luxury than the human being who supposedly
owns her, but in reality is her valet, body servant, cook and
masseur.
Of course no analogies are perfect, but the foregoing homely
illustration is near enough for our purpose. Besides, there is no
shame, no humiliation, in being the cow in this case. We Amer
icans have been possibly “the goat,” but at least the cow, for
generations. I bought a run-down farm in 1890. A Scottish in
vestment company had a mortgage on it which I foolishly as
sumed. The mortgage fell due. I couldn’t pay, nor did the
land pay, either. I begged the mortgagees to take the land and
call it quits. Would they do it? Not they. The last thing they
wanted to be bothered with was the land. All they wanted was
their milk—in other words, their annual interest. So they farmed
me and fed me with extension hay and oats and nursed me along
for twelve long years that I thought would never end, until I
finally paid off both principal and interest. I afterwards sold the
land for about three times as much as I paid for it, so I didn’t
mind being the cow, after all.
Moreover, don’t forget that the farmer is the servant of the
cow. The cow doesn’t wait on the farmer.
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Thus we see, in our relations with Europe, that a complete
volte-face has been accomplished and we have to do no end of
things that we have never done before.
After the Napoleonic wars the nations of Europe owed Eng
land enormous sums of money, just as they now owe America.
There was only one way by which it was possible for European
nations to pay those debts to England, and that was by the export
of manufactured goods or raw material—largely foodstuffs.
It is the same story today. The only way by which Europeans
can pay us is by sending us manufactured goods or raw material.
But there is a vast difference between creditor England of
1819 and creditor America of 1919. It is this: England cannot
produce any large amount of food or raw material. She could
not then; she cannot now. Therefore England in 1819 could
take payment from her debtors in foodstuffs and raw materials
to practically an unlimited extent.
But we, here in America, do raise an enormous amount of
foodstuffs and our production of raw materials is also prodigious.
Therefore we in 1919 cannot take the same kind of pay from
the indebted Europe of today that England was able to take a
hundred years ago and use it up ourselves.
There is the point—use it up ourselves.
England could and did. We cannot, to the same extent, and
therefore we must pass it on to other parts of the world by an
intensive system of foreign trade.
Always we must remember the only kind of pay we can
possibly get from Europe is something that is created by European
industry. It is either that or nothing, and if you are obliged to
take something with which you are already supplied, you are
forced to hustle around and exchange it with some one else for
something with which you are not overstocked, such as raw rub
ber, for instance, or sugar or coffee or hard woods or wool or
hides, or anything that you can use for food, shelter, ornament,
amusement or manufacture.
It is therefore not a question of whether we should like to
enter into foreign trade. We must, whether we like it or not.
Hence all this talk of reverting to the policies of our fathers,
of avoiding entangling alliances, of not entering into some kind
of international league is sheer nonsense. The man who talks
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about our standing aloof from the world’s tribulations is not only
callous and selfish but a downright fool.
Regarded from the basest point of view, who is there so crass
as not to try to save the man who owes him ten thousand dollars ?
Even if one were indifferent as to the sufferer, nevertheless there
would be a ten thousand dollar glow in his own flinty heart for
the money he might get if the sufferer survived.
Therefore prepare yourselves for an intimate relationship
with over-seas affairs, because it has got to come.
And now, very naturally, it may be asked, “How are these
changes going to affect the labors of a certified public accoun
tant?” It would seem to me that there are few professions more
vitally affected by the enlargement of our country’s business
horizon than is that of the certified public accountant.
It is he who has to account for the relations of things. He it
is who has to set up the scheme of things in the matter of valua
tions and offsets. It is the accountant who enables the manufac
turer or distributor to see “where he is at” in his affairs, so far as
his books, contracts, leases and commitments testify.
There are thousands of firms and corporations in America
which are now doing something they never did before 1914.
Moreover, until the last few months they have been doing it under
utterly abnormal conditions, which are rapidly changing and
which may never occur again. These are the houses in the export
trade. It is inevitable that some of them will fail and that others
will be enlarged and re-organized. In either event the certified
public accountant is called in to make an exhibit upon which a
receiver’s dividend may be predicated or a new issue of additional
stock justified.
How is he going to do it ? If it were a case of a manufacturer
of automobiles or of textiles or of steel, it would be comparatively
simple, because most of the factors in the equation are to be
found within our own borders. But suppose an accountant were
faced with the job of determining, from his books and contracts,
how a man stood whose assets were largely contracts for future
deliveries of, say:
1,000 tons of copra to be gathered up from sundry Poly
nesian islands;
40,000 sacks of coffee to be imported from Central and South
America;
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1,000,000 feet of hard wood from Australia ;
5,000 tons of potash from Germany;
10,000 horse hides from Russia.
In such a case, I venture to submit, the certified public accountant
would have to be informed on matters of shipping, of freights,
and particularly of exchange, to a degree that most American ac
countants have not yet attained. And yet this must be done, be
cause the great change in our country’s economic development is
exactly what I have stated.
Heretofore our country’s genius has been that of a producer
or creator: we grew things on farms, we dug things out of the
ground, we changed the form of things in our factories. Our
people understood that range of activities and accordingly voted
for such legislation as would and did help the farmer and manu
facturer.
Never, until 1914, did our population pay more than the most
perfunctory attention to the business of distributing things abroad
—very little as to the distribution of our own products, no atten
tion at all to the foreign distribution of the products of other lands.
I doubt if it has ever entered the head of any statesman or poli
tician in the entire history of our country that the day might
come when the United States, to save itself from the loss of not
millions but billions of dollars, must concern itself intimately in
the business of taking things from Europe and selling them in
Asia, without ever an American finger laid upon them, save
in the course of their distribution.
A man in Kansas, even now, would find it hard to figure out
why he should be asked to support legislation that would help us
in the buying of things in Germany and selling them in Peru. He
would say: “Where does America come in? Let us sell Amer
ican-made things in Peru.” On the face of it his logic is un
answerable, until you explain the question to him in the way that
I have tried to explain it to you.
What would the average American broker think if a brisk
young man were to step into his office and quote Lyons silk at so
many francs a meter f.o.b. Marseille, or, worse still, at some in
land point in France; or if another offered anything at fourteen
shillings and threepence farthing per dozen f.o.b. Melbourne?
Nevertheless that is just the sort of puzzle that Americans
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have been constantly putting up to the rest of the world—automo
biles $1,200.00 f.o.b. Detroit, sewing machines $20.00 f.o.b. New
York, leaving it to the buyer in Brazil or Cape Town to find out
what freight and insurance and duties would be and how much
in his money the things would cost.
In England accountants have to study all manner of subjects
connected with foreign trade—insurance, freight and shipping.
In 1881 I was in London and was about to enter that particular
profession myself and I remember quite well that in addition to
Pollack’s Law of Partnerships, Walker on the Law of Executors,
Hurrell and Hyde on Joint Stock Companies, I had to study
Manley Hopkin’s Average and Arbitration, because in a great
transshipment seaport like London an accountant couldn’t get up
an approximately correct exhibit of his client’s affairs unless he
(the accountant) were familiar with the peculiar hazards to which
his client’s foreign ventures were subject.
There is an amusing story of an old New Englander which
illustrates the uncertain value of a foreign trader’s assets.
This particular person was always regarded as the fool of the
family, the sort of fellow to whom you could sell anything, and
so some “smart Alec” of that period unloaded twenty dozen copper
warming-pans on Hiram Jones, as we’ll call him.
This was at the period when warming pans were obsolete and
had no value at all. He couldn’t sell them to anyone at any price,
and so he decided he’d have to send them out of the country.
Most people would have thought that Iceland or Finland or
Norway would be about the proper market for warming-pans—
but not Hiram.
He sent them to the west coast of Africa, of all places, where
it is blazing hot all the time. Everyone thought he had gone crazy.
They changed their minds six months later when about
$5,000.00 worth of ivory and palm oil came back to Hiram in
payment. The natives had taken them for some sort of a fetish
and carried them before their priests and kings on occasions of
great ceremony and state. They fetched about $20.00 each in
trade.
Had Hiram’s affairs been examined by some one who had to
set up the value of his business, and this item—“20 doz. warming
pans en route to the Gold Coast”—appeared he would probably
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have failed to see an asset of $4,800.00 lurking beneath this ap
parently idiotic venture.
Yet there it was!
Of course no such extreme or ludicrous instance is likely to
occur in ordinary business, but, nevertheless, the fact remains
that some knowledge of freights, of general conditions and es
pecially of exchange must be possessed by any man who takes
upon himself the responsibility of presenting an audit and ac
counting of a foreign trader’s affairs.
I believe that you would greatly improve the already high
value of your services to the public if your society were to send
a committee of two or three of your members to London, Chris
tiania and Hamburg and see if there are not a few ideas to be
picked up in those free ports that would be of use to the certified
public accountants of the state of New York.
May I repeat here an illustration I used in addressing a large
meeting in Ohio last week? It is peculiarly apropos to the subject
we are now considering and shows how the price of gold and
consequently of all commodities is affected by the fluctuations in
foreign exchange.
During the war the British mint set a fixed price of 77¾
shillings for an ounce of pure gold, and all gold coming from
South African mines into England had to be sold to the bank of
England at that price. When the war ceased the British govern
ment removed that requirement and gold coming into London
from South Africa no longer had to be sold to the bank of Eng
land, but could be sold in open market to the highest bidder.
Consequently, when on September 13th, 1,750,000 pounds,
sterling, in gold was received in London from South Africa,
American bankers bought it and paid at the rate of 90⅓ shillings
per ounce, while the bank of England was bidding its old price
of 77¾ shillings per ounce.
“Why, on earth,” one might say, “are those crazy Americans
paying such an extravagant price for gold?”
It was the rate of exchange between New York and London
that did it. It did not take so many American dollars in Septem
ber, 1919, to buy 90 British shillings as it took to buy 77 British
shillings in September, 1914.
My purpose in recounting this interesting incident is to show
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how extraordinary are the ramifications of a country’s foreign
trade. It is not only a question of providing outlets for the sale
of our products to European countries, but of providing means
whereby the people of those countries can afford to buy American
goods when they have to pay from $1.15 to $1.25 in their money
to ofset an American one-dollar bill.
Today it costs a Canadian $103.00 to pay $100.00 in American
money, an Englishman from $115.00 to $125.00, a Frenchman
$140.00 and a German $180.00 in his money to buy a hundred
dollars’ worth of our goods.
See, therefore, what a snap a Frenchman would have! He
could buy from Germany at 40% discount and sell to America
at 40% premium without a quiver in his apparent prices—80%
gain, all in the exchanges!
Not much hope of Americans beating that sort of a handicap!
Such conditions only emphasize the necessity of our having at
all times within our own control a large and efficient merchant
marine whereby the products of the world may be swiftly moved
and exchanged from place to place, because the smooth exchange
of goods is the main factor in bringing the exchange of money
to a normal basis.
This brings us to another stage of our development as a com
mercial state in the family of nations.
Since, in order to protect the making and growing of things
in America, we cannot become altogether a free trade country and
entirely dispense with a reasonably protective tariff, it follows that
in order to protect the distribution of American-grown produce
and American-made products, as well as the distribution and
transshipment of foreign-made products and foreign-grown pro
duce which Americans are forced to take in payment of foreign
indebtedness to them, free ports must be established on the Amer
ican mainland and at strategic positions in her island and other
over-sea possessions.
St. Thomas, in the former Danish West Indies, was once one
of the best free ports in the world. It should be again constituted
a free port.
There should be a free port at each end of the Panama canal,.
or, better still, the entire zone should be so declared. There should
be one at Hawaii, another in the Philippines, which would be our
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own American Hong Kong. There should be at least one on the
Atlantic coast, one on the Mexican gulf and another in Puget
sound, Washington.
With these facilities for handling a transshipment trade we
shall be in a better position—in fact, in the only position—properly
to handle the maze of foreign-made goods that will come to us in
payment of indebtedness from abroad, without seriously dislocat
ing the general trend of our domestic business.
I should think that any member of the “home market club”
who is fearful of the possibility that a free trade policy may re
sult in the dumping of cheap European stuff on our home market
would work for a free port policy that would get rid of the
threatened deluge by dumping the competitive articles into a free
port, thence to be absorbed by the world at large.
Another point never to be forgotten is this: a transshipment
business is absolutely necessary to us to keep our merchant marine
going.
The transportation of American-made exports and the im
port of things used in America are not enough to keep a merchant
marine going. There must be, in addition to this, the transporta
tion of goods shipped from Europe to be consumed in countries
other than our own. In other words, to a considerable extent our
ships must be the carriers of the goods of other countries as well
as of our own goods.
All this can only be effected by friendly legislation, and you
as individuals are the power that, in the final analysis, directs that
legislation.
People in America vote as individuals, not as members of a
group or class. That is why in times past no one has been able
to deliver the church vote or the business vote or the labor vote.
Therefore it is quite necessary that your sympathies, your
help and finally your vote must be secured by appeals to you, not
as certified public accountants, but as individual citizens and voters
of this great republic.
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Mine Accounting in Relation to Federal Taxes
By Wade Kurtz

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss some of the more
important phases of mine accounting principles which vitally af
fect the computation of profits, as well as a few interesting tax
problems from the accountant’s point of view, but it is essential
to explain that at this time one can express only opinions in re
gard to the federal taxation of mines because so many of the
complicated mining tax returns remain undecided.
Standardization of Mine Accounting

In attempting to assist the revenue bureau by presenting sta
tistics relative to any mining company as a whole, the accountant is
handicapped by the deficiencies and errors in accounting pro
cedure, particularly in the smaller companies.
As the various classes of mining activities become organized
for the protection of the industry at large, it is becoming im
perative that some consideration be given to standardizing and
unifying the accounting procedure and statistics. Few mine
operators, even in the same class of mines, when speaking of
operating results and costs of production, think the same thoughts
and speak the same language. This condition operates against
their interests in protecting their industry as a whole, because it
is practically impossible to secure accurate and uniform statistics.
The local conditions existing in each mine and the variation
of human nature in mine management make it practically impos
sible to create a detailed uniform method of accounting for each
class of mines. Any attempt, therefore, of this kind must neces
sarily be flexible and adaptable in details; but in principles of
accounting procedure and the general classification of accounts,
the problem is far from being an impossible one.
I refer principally to the general classification of operating
expenses, distinctions between capital and revenue expenditures
and the computations of the costs per unit, in order that accurate,
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detailed and comparable statements of cost of production may be
readily obtained.
Capital and Revenue Expenditures

The distinction between capital and revenue expenditures
varies somewhat between the construction or development period
of a mine and the period after the mine has become an operating
concern.
In a new company all expenditures up to the time when the
gross revenue equals the operating expenditures are a part of the
cost of the mine to be returned later through depletion and de
preciation, but all revenue received during this development period
should be credited to the cost of the mine.
In going concerns it is correct to charge to capital all ex
penditures for major development work, such as shafts and main
haulage ways, but minor development work should be charged
as current operating expense. The intention underlying the ac
counting practice is to capitalize such expenditures as are useful
over the entire operation of the mine and to spread the expense
by depletion and depreciation allowances, but when the benefits
are temporary the expenses are to be reimbursed from current
earnings.
Prospecting drilling is always considered as a development
cost to be capitalized, but in many mines today much drilling is
done directly ahead of the mining operations in order accurately
to locate the ore bodies. In case of all such expenditures the
drilling cost is of only temporary value and should be considered
as a mining expense.
Were prospecting drilling and development permitted as a
charge against current expense, there would be nothing to prevent
a corporation from using all its earnings for exploration or devel
opment of ore reserves and eliminating the payment of divi
dends and taxes. All such expenditures are deferred charges
against future earnings, to be capitalized and returned through
depletion, but are not a current operating expense.
A definite line of rectitude should be pursued in distinguishing
between improvements charged to capital and current operating
expense, but the hazards of mining and the highly speculative
nature of the industry are just reasons why the accountant should
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be more flexible in his procedure by leaning towards conservatism
and reimbursing the company from current earnings.
Many expenditures which in the ordinary business would be
considered as of a more permanent character are an operating
expense in the mining industry. After a mine has once been
equipped to its normal operating capacity, there are many ex
penses necessary to maintain the production, and usually such
expenditures are a current expense, although their life may ex
tend over a period of years. As a mine is developed to a more
distant part of the property, these expenses are necessary and
would consist of such items as mules, motors, mine cars and
tracking.
After a definite line of classification between capital and
revenue is once established, it should be consistently followed and
not changed from time to time in order to meet certain conditions.
Depreciation and Depletion

The two vital subjects of depreciation and depletion are based
upon the premise that capital invested in plant, lease and develop
ment is not a permanent asset but a preliminary expenditure
necessary to mine the ore reserves and that this invested value must
be recovered out of the proceeds of the ore sold. It is always wise
in a mining venture to secure the return of investment as quickly
as possible, owing to the many uncertainties surrounding the
business.
Depreciation and depletion are just as true and legitimate ex
penses of operation as money actually spent for labor, material
and miscellaneous expense, and any statement which does not give
due consideration to them is incorrect to that extent.
In mine accounting these two expenses are very closely re
lated, with the result that there is considerable confusion as to
where the line of demarcation is. The items to be considered
under each classification are as follows:
Depletion: cost of fee land—cost of leases—sinking shafts
—prospecting—all development work
Depreciation: buildings—machinery—equipment
Depreciation and depletion expenses and reserves are account
ing devices used for the purpose of leveling the expenses of a com
pany by amortizing the capital assets and allocating to each
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accounting period its just proportion of these expenses even though
they are estimates. They cover the exhaustion and dissipation of
values which have a much broader meaning than the mere con
sumption of materialistic values due to wear and tear.
The two expenses should be computed separately, as the life
of a mine seldom, if ever, corresponds to the life of the plant,
and this variation affects the computation of depreciation. In a
long-life mine the plant values may be consumed before the ex
haustion of the mineral deposits, which would require a rate of
depreciation sufficient to return the plant investment during the
years of its deterioration due to wear and tear. In short-life
mines, however, the dissipation of plant values has nothing to do
with wear and tear, but is the result of the exhaustion of the ore
deposits, because when the mine is worked out the plant has little
value. In such mines a rate of depreciation must be used which
will reimburse the company for its plant investment during the
few years of the life of the mine. It must be noted, therefore,
that no general rate for depreciation can be established, but it is
an individual question to solve for each mine.
Rates of Depreciation and Depletion

There are two methods of ascertaining the rates for both de
preciation and depletion—the life basis and the tonnage basis.
Whenever possible the tonnage basis for computing both de
preciation and depletion is preferable, because by this method the
amount charged for each as an expense rises and falls in accord
ance with the production of the mine. During years of small pro
duction, when profits are likely to be small, the expenses are re
duced in proportion, and during years of large production the
amount of depreciation charged against operations increases ac
cordingly. This consideration is important from a tax point of
view.
When using the tonnage basis an estimate of the total tonnage
to be recovered is made and this tonnage is divided into the two
classes of values to be amortized, which establishes the rates per
ton. These rates are multiplied by the number of tons produced
to ascertain the amount of both depreciation and depletion ex
pense. If further extensions of the ore body are discovered, the
number of estimated tons can be increased accordingly and used
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to establish new rates per ton. These estimates of tonnage to be
recovered should be made at least once a year. The tonnage basis
for depletion is the preferable one to use, although in certain
isolated mines, where tonnage estimates are difficult to obtain,
the life basis may be used.
Either the tonnage or life basis may be used in computing the
depreciation rate, as both are recognized by the regulations of the
internal revenue bureau; but whichever basis is adopted, it must
be consistently followed. On the life basis, should a mine be
operating on a five-year lease, the plant values must be returned
over the life of the lease, or at the rate of 20% per annum less
salvage. In deciding the method to be used, the practical business
point of view should prevail over any theoretical accounting
preference.
There is one pitfall to be watched in ascertaining the deprecia
tion charge. If capital improvements are made during operations,
all such expenditures should be amortized at a rate which will re
cover these improvements during the remaining life of the mine.
Otherwise provision will not have been made for the entire in
vestment and the statements will record fictitious profits.
The above is the accountant’s point of view, but many con
cerns deem it important during years of their peak profits to ap
propriate a proportion of their earnings toward amortizing their
capital assets, while in lean years the amount charged is con
siderably reduced. This procedure may be very good from a
business viewpoint, as it tends to steady payment of dividends,
but it is not correct accounting and leads to erroneous statements
of earnings.
Capitalization

One of the most difficult problems of mine accounting is to set
up a just and equitable capitalization. Especially is this true
since the complicated problems of mine taxation are so closely re
lated to the invested capital. It is generally recognized that it is
unfair to place a mining company on the same basis as a less
hazardous business where the speculative factors are largely
eliminated. In considering the capitalization of a mine, it must be
understood that there is a distinction between capital assets and
invested capital. In accounting nomenclature the capital assets
are frequently referred to as the “capital sum.” The capital sum
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of a mine refers to the value of the plant, lease and development.
Under provisions of the federal tax laws it may even include ap
preciation up to March 1, 1913, at which date one is permitted to
set a fair value upon his capital assets. Under the 1918 law it
may also include the value of a new discovery. Invested capital,
however, is more limited in its scope and includes the value con
tributed by the stockholders either by capital stock contributions
or earned surplus. In revaluing the assets at March 1, 1913, the
increased valuation is included as invested capital, providing the
book value at that date was lower than the real value owing to
erroneous accounting methods; but, if the increased valuation is
due merely to appreciation, the increment is applied to the capital
sum for depletion purposes only and is not permissible as invested
capital. The value set up on the books for a new discovery is for
depletion purposes only and cannot be included as invested capital
until the discovery value has been realized in cash or its equivalent.
This distinction between the capital sum or the total value of
the capital assets and the invested capital or the part of the total
capital belonging to the stockholders is frequently a source of an
noyance to business men in their tax problems.
In mine accounting a peculiar situation arises when one at
tempts to compute the profit on a particular mine, as the corpora
tion and tax laws permit certain adjustments of the actual profit
derived from mining operations. When the capitalization of a
mine is kept strictly upon a cost basis and the speculative element
of valuation is not considered, the accounting problem is simple,
as all net income after the actual cash investment has been re
turned, or provision has been made for its return, is the actual
profit realized from the mine.
The accounting effect of the corporation laws is to reduce the
profit of the corporation by the extent of the increment in mine
value taken up in its capitalization. The federal tax laws permit
a further reduction of taxable profits by allowing deductions from
gross income for discovery values.
In dealing with the tax problems of a mining company, it
must always be kept in mind that the aim is to compute profits
after giving due consideration to invested capital and the special
relief granted to mining companies by law.
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Capitalization When Plant and Development Cost
Establishes Lease Value

An interesting problem of taxation occurs when a corporation
is organized and payment is made for the capital stock on the
basis of a fifty-fifty interest, one party putting into the corporation
his lease against the mill and development of another. The ques
tion arises as to what is the capitalization of such a company for
tax purposes. When incorporating by this procedure there is a def
inite standard of value in the actual cost of the mill and develop
ment work which equals the value of the lease, and the capitaliza
tion therefore for tax purposes would be twice the cost of the
mill and development. This total value of mill, lease and de
velopment is subject to depreciation and depletion and can be
used for invested capital.
Nominal Capital

The excess profit tax laws found many companies with val
uable mines and a merely nominal capital. In many such con
cerns the leases or mines were acquired by individuals who pros
pected and discovered the ore bodies and later turned over the
leases to a corporation for capital stock which they at that time
understood did not in any way represent the value of the leases.
When the tax law of 1917 was passed they found themselves with
large earnings and a ridiculously small capital stock. In com
panies such as this I would advise increasing the book value of
the capital assets and invested capital to the actual value at the
date of incorporation, subject to the approval of the revenue
bureau.
Tax on Mining Property Exchanged for Capital Stock

In all mining companies which take into consideration the in
crement in value of a lease or fee when incorporating, the question
naturally arises as to whether or not this appreciation in value
is taxable to the stockholders of the company at the date of in
corporation. A recent treasury decision, No. 2924, indicates that
the difference between the original cost of the property, or its
value at March 1, 1913, and the fair market value of the capital
stock for which it is exchanged is taxable as profit to the stock
holders. This question is so vital to the mining industry that an
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effort should be made by the mining interests properly to present
to the revenue bureau the effect of taxing mine incorporators for
this speculative and unrealized profit.
Borrowed Funds

to

Pay

for

Leases

The question of organizing a mining company in the following
way is frequently considered.
A valuable lease is owned by an individual and he wishes to
incorporate for, say, $1,000,000.00. He is anxious to have the
incorporation proceedings handled in a manner that will substan
tiate the capitalization before the revenue bureau and conceives the
idea of making it a cash transaction as follows: he goes to his
bank and borrows $1,000,000.00 to purchase the capital stock of
the corporation; after the corporation receives the $1,000,000.00, it
proceeds to pay the stockholder $1,000,000.00 for the lease, and
the individual then pays back the loan. Will such a capitalization
stand with the revenue bureau?
This procedure may be legal and possibly allowed by the in
ternal revenue bureau, but there is another very vital factor to
consider before going to the trouble of incorporating by such a
method. If the deal is a completed cash transaction to the corpo
ration, it is only consistent to rule it a completed cash transaction
to the individual. As he has retained no cash in the transaction,
the tax on this realized profit to the individual would be fatal.
Value

at

March 1, 1913

One of the tax problems of considerable importance for mines
is the setting up of a value for March 1, 1913. This provision
was made to establish an equitable starting point when the income
tax became constitutional, because it was recognized that account
ing methods were often crude and that records failed accurately
to reflect the real capital of a company. This provision gave
mining and other companies an opportunity to adjust their records.
It is sometimes difficult to persuade mining men that the mere
par value of the capital stock issued has nothing to do with the
actual invested capital. Value is the thing that establishes invested
capital in mines. If par value of capital stock were allowed as a
basis for invested capital, why capitalize for merely a million?
Why not make it a hundred million and pay little or no tax ? This
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lack of understanding of the value back of capital stock has led
many mining companies astray in their tax returns.
When an investigation of the condition of a mine at March 1,
1913, reveals the fact that the books do not reflect true market
values at that date, an adjustment should be made to correct the
books accordingly.
New Discoveries

When new discoveries of ore deposits are made the value of
the company’s capital stock is enhanced accordingly, as it in
creases the number of tons on which profits are to be made and
spreads the period of amortizing the invested capital. This fea
ture of mine accounting was brought into prominence in the
federal tax law of 1918 by granting permission to mining com
panies to set up on their books for depletion purposes only the
value of ore discoveries irrespective of the cost. This provision
means that the increment in value due to the discovery—that is,
the difference between the appraised value and the cost of dis
covery—is to be returned tax free to the discoverer, as is also the
cost of discovery. Discoveries of extensions to known ore re
serves are not to be construed as new discoveries, but merely in
crease the number of tons. A new discovery is the finding of an
entirely new and previously unknown ore deposit and increases
both the number of tons of ore deposits and the value of the ore
body, providing it is of value materially greater than the cost of
discovery. You cannot predicate the existence of a mine on two
or three drill holes, as a commercially valuable ore body must be
established.
The value of the new discovery should be recorded on the
books as a part of the capital assets and a corresponding credit
should be made to a new discovery reserve. As new discoveries
are mined and their value realized in cash, the amount so realized
may be considered as an earned surplus and be included as in
vested capital, provided it has not been disbursed in dividends.
This means that the new discovery reserve account should be
charged to the extent of the discovery value taken out of the
mine and placed in the surplus account.
The date of the discovery is an important factor in determin
ing its valuation. A discovery usually may be considered as made
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when the development has indicated ore reserve sufficient to war
rant putting up a mill and sinking a shaft.
Therefore, in proving the value of a new discovery it is ex
ceedingly important to have drill records, assays and other data
enough to substantiate as large a value as possible. Companies
which fail to attend to these details will find themselves in a diffi
cult position when attempting to prove their discovery values at
Washington.
Again, it must be recognized that one cannot take the present
value and present tonnage and work backward in establishing dis
covery value, but must consider first the known factors at the
discovery date. In establishing a discovery value for a company
which has been in operation for several years, depletion must be
deducted from the date of discovery in setting up the value on the
books. Any later increase in the percentage of recovery does not
change the value at the discovery date.
The question is frequently asked whether or not the discovery
value can be included as a part of the cost when computing the
profit on a sale of mining property. Should the discoverer work
the mine himself he would recover the discovery value tax free,
and it would seem logical for him to receive the same amount
tax free in event of sale. However, my opinion is that the law
provides for discovery value to be returned tax free through
depletion only, and that, as special relief is given in the 20%
clause covering the sale of mines, the deduction of discovery
value as a part of the cost in event of a sale will not be allowed.
Apportionment

of

Discovery Value Between Lessor
Lessee

and

One of the most perplexing sections of the law is that which
permits the apportionment of the discovery value between the
lessor and lessee.
This provision of the law reads well, but in practice is difficult
to apply on account of the conflicting interests between the fee
owner, various sublessees and the mine operator, as each of them
attempts to appropriate as large a part of the discovery value as
possible and the total of the discovery values claimed by all the
interested parties cannot exceed a fair discovery value of the
property as a unit.
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As to the method of apportionment of this discovery value the
regulations are not specific, but it appears to be the intention of
the department to make the apportionment by allocating to mine
operators the engineer’s valuation of the discovery after making
deductions of all relevant factors, including the estimated royalty
to be paid, and allowing to the lease owners the royalty value per
mitted as a deduction on the mine operators’ valuation. As en
gineering values are to an extent estimates, this allocation between
the lessor and lessee is frequently complicated because different
engineers estimate the value of the various interests, the total of
which is greater than a fair value for the property as a whole.
The problem is further complicated when the owner of a lease
sells it for a bonus and retains a royalty interest, as two points of
view are possible regarding the nature of the transaction. It can
be construed as a completed sale, and the bonus as a cash payment
on account, while the royalty interest is in the nature of deferred
payments. As title usually passes in sales of this kind, this opinion
has merit.
The other version is to consider the bonus as a royalty paid
in advance of the extraction of the mineral, because all bonus pay
ments have the effect of reducing the royalty to be paid on future
operations of the mine.
It may be that this question will be decided upon the facts as
they exist in individual cases, but whichever view prevails it will
materially affect the tax computations, because it depends upon
the interpretation of the transaction as to whether the receipts
represent income or a conversion of one form of capital into
another.
If the owner of a lease operates the mine, he can avail himself
of the discovery value through depletion; but should he dispose of
the lease without a royalty interest, he will sell it at a figure which
will reimburse him for the discovery value. At the same time, the
purchaser of the lease has fixed its value so far as he is concerned
when he set a purchase price, and no further discovery value is
permissible in his case, unless further discoveries are made. In
transactions such as this, neither the lessee nor lessor can avail
himself of the discovery privilege of the tax laws.
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Apportionment of Values to Various Leases

A mining company may own several mines in fee or lease
hold which have been taken over by a corporation at a lump sum
of, say, $5,000,000.00, the value of which can be substantiated.
The company is entitled to have this amount returned tax free
through depreciation and depletion, and the question arises as to
whether it would be permissible or not to return this investment
against the operation of only a part of the owned mines, because
the remainder have not as yet been opened for operations. This
is a natural question for a mining business man, but when advocat
ing such return he forgets the future. In my opinion, such a
method of computing depletion would not be permitted by the
internal revenue bureau, because it is not proper accounting and
does not attempt to state true profits. The taxpayer is acting
against his own interests by advocating this procedure, because
the time will come when his investment will have been returned
and on future operations he will have no depletion charges against
his earnings—and tax laws will be with us for a long time to come.
The method to pursue in the case of such a company is to
allocate to each tract of land its just proportion of the capitaliza
tion and charge as depletion against the revenue of each tract the
value assigned to that particular piece of land. This is the only
correct accounting procedure, and has the advantage of spreading
the depletion charges over the entire operation of all the mines.
Dividends

The accounting procedure of a mining company in so far as
the payment of dividends is concerned depends upon whether the
company intends to continue in business or is a liquidating com
pany. If it is the intention to discontinue after the mine being
operated is depleted, it is proper to pay out to stockholders the
cash accumulated in bank regardless of whether it represents
profit or a return of the original investment, provided the profits
are distributed first, and when dividends are declared out of
capital paid into the company the stockholders are aware that they
are receiving a part return of their investment or liquidating divi
dends, as they are called.
If it is the policy of the company to continue mining opera
tions by the purchase of other mines, the capital investment must
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be preserved and possibly increased by the retention of a part of
the profits. In such a company all dividends paid to stockholders
must represent earned profits.
The payment of taxes on liquidating dividends is not an un
common occurrence. Stockholders should be advised of the
nature of all liquidating dividends. No liquidating dividend can
be paid until all the earned surplus has been distributed to the
stockholders as dividends. After the surplus has been returned,
any further dividends are liquidating dividends paid from the in
vested capital.
An interesting accounting problem arises when liquidating
dividends are paid, as the books of account and financial state
ments must clearly indicate a corresponding reduction of the
capital investment resulting from such payment. The first im
pulse would be to charge liquidating dividends against the re
serves, but this procedure results in a very misleading balancesheet, because it does not set forth the reduction in the value of
the capital assets and the impairment of the capital stock. The
proper method of preparing a balance-sheet in such circumstances
is to reduce the cost of the lease, mill and development by the de
pletion and depreciation reserves and correspondingly reduce the
capital stock to the extent of the liquidating dividends paid.
Variation of Tax Problems

In conclusion, I wish to explain that the tax laws are like all
laws—one can only generalize about them in discussion, but when
it comes to applying generalities or decisions in similar cases to
any particular company it is the invariable rule that there are
certain legal, economic, engineering and accounting phases which
differentiate it from all others.
The question resolves itself, therefore, into a study of all the
relevant factors. A decision must be made upon the facts as they
exist in each individual company.
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Technique of Consolidated Returns
By John W. Roberts

Consolidated income-tax returns of affiliated corporations are
one of the most interesting developments of recent tax legislation.
The lawyer, who for years has taken care of his client’s incometax work, now finds such an intricate accounting problem thrust
upon him that he frequently recognizes the need of specialized
accounting assistance and calls in the services of a public account
ant. In order that the accounting profession may be prepared to
meet this situation in a creditable manner, every public accountant
should be devoting constant thought and study to this branch of
accounting, in which his services at any time may be required.
It is only by such continuous study and preparation that he can
expect to acquit himself well when the test comes.
For the preparation of consolidated returns the accountant
must be equipped both with a thorough knowledge of the law and
with a special technique to facilitate the compilation of a return
that will clearly state the facts in conformity with all the com
plexities of the law and present a record that will be susceptible
of proof at every step. It is not the purpose here to discuss the
law but the technique of its application in compiling the con
solidated return.
If we look to regulations 45 for a suggestion as to procedure,
we find the following in article 864:
As a first step in the computation a consolidated balance-sheet should
be prepared. . . . Such consolidated balance-sheet will show (a) the
capital stock of the parent or principal company in the hands of the public;
(b) the consolidated surplus belonging to the stockholders of the parent or
principal company; and (c) the capital stock, if any, of subsidiary com
panies not owned by the parent or principal company, together with the
surplus, if any, belonging to such minority interest. In computing consoli
dated invested capital the starting point is furnished by the total of the
amounts shown under (a), (b) and (c) above. This total must be increased
or diminished by any adjustments required to be made under the provisions
of sections 325, 326, 330 and 331 of the statute, and articles 811-818, 831-869,
931-934 and 941 of the regulations, except as otherwise provided in articles
865-868.

Two points are stated in this article. One is that the con
solidated balance-sheet should be made first and the adjustments
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applied afterwards. The other is that the consolidated balancesheet should show three classes of invested capital, the sum of
which is then subject to adjustments. The only way to interpret
this article is by an attempt to explain in a few words what
elements enter into consolidated invested capital, rather than by
dictum prescribing a required procedure. Few balance-sheets
submitted with consolidated returns make any attempt to show
separately

(a)
(b)

Parent company capital stock;
Portion of consolidated surplus owned by parent com
pany stockholders;
(c) Outstanding subsidiary capital stock and portion of con
solidated surplus attributable thereto.
Some such balance-sheets may exist, but the general practice
has been to show
(a) Capital stock of parent and subsidiaries in the hands
of the public;
(b) Consolidated surplus.

That most balance-sheets have been made out in this manner and
no objections have been raised by the treasury department sup
ports the interpretation given above, that article 864 is not in
tended to prescribe the procedure, but to explain the elements that
must ultimately be found in the invested capital.
And this interpretation applies with equal force to the other
point brought out in the same article. It is evident that the trea
sury department is not concerned as to whether the consolidation
is made first and the adjustments applied afterward or vice versa,
so long as the resulting figures for invested capital are correct and
are supported by a clear presentation of the adjustments made
and the processes of consolidation, so that the whole structure
will rest solidly on the books as a foundation.
The question, therefore, whether the adjustments or the con
solidation should come first, should not be considered as closed,
but as left open to be determined by experience and research in
favor of whichever method may prove the more serviceable to
all concerned.
The search through ancient records to determine invested
capital has resulted in placing on the books of corporations great
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numbers of retroactive journal entries. In fact it is quite usual
now, after the past history of the business has been thoroughly
investigated, to make such entries in the books as will correct
any entries of past years that may have been at variance with the
rules laid down for invested capital, so that in future returns the
invested capital may be found reflected in the book balances with
few, if any, adjustments. After the return has been completed
and filed, the client wants to know what entries must be made to
substantiate depreciation, etc., and what entries it would be desir
able to make to bring the books into complete agreement with
the invested capital shown in the return.
These entries, of course, must be placed on the books of the
several corporations, and a mass of adjustments applicable to the
consolidated balance-sheet is of little assistance. Before it can
be used it must be completedly reanalyzed and rewritten, first to
sort the adjustments by corporations and then to state them in
journal form. All this labor can be saved and a client satisfied,
by preparing the adjustments in the first instance in the form of
journal entries to be applied to the separate balance-sheets before
consolidation. The revenue agent also, who checks up the return,
will find the record more intelligible, especially if the above-men
tioned retroactive entries are subsequently made. And the
accountant derives the benefit of greater certainty in the detection
and correction of errors before his work is completed. By keeping
constantly in mind the ideal of such accounting as would comply
with all the requirements of the law and regulations he has a
definite criterion that will help him to make sure that the balancesheets and surplus accounts of the several companies have been
properly adjusted before proceeding to consolidate.
Since, therefore, article 864 was intended to set forth the un
derlying principles as to what invested capital should contain,
rather than to prescribe a procedure, and since the interests of the
revenue agent, the client and the accountant are better served by
the application of adjustments to the balance-sheets of the indi
vidual companies, there need be no hesitation in disregarding the
letter of the regulations in this particular to carry out their spirit.
It should be noted that even if an accounting system ideal for
tax purposes had been followed from the beginning by each com
pany, there might still remain some adjustments to be made on the
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return form after consolidation. For example, one of the limita
tions imposed upon intangible assets by the law is entirely arbi
trary and not intended in any way to influence the bookkeeping,
namely the limitation in 1917 to 20% and in 1918 to 25% of the
capital stock. But these adjustments on the return will be very
few and will not interfere with the clarity of the record.
To make clear the procedure proposed, the following outline
of the work and its result is given:

The accountant first prepares comparative balance-sheets for
each of the affiliated companies, with columns for the following,
(indentions indicating sub-headings:)

End of preceding year
Balance-sheet per books
Adjusting entries per schedule--------------- .
Debits
Entry number
Amount
Credits
Entry number
Amount
Adjusted balance-sheet
End of current year
Balance-sheet per books
Adjusting entries per schedule---------------.
Debits
Entry number
Amount
Credits
Entry number
Amount
Adjusted balance-sheet.
After filling in the “balance-sheet per books” under each date,
the schedule of adjusting entries is prepared by a scrutiny of the
balance-sheet and of the corporate history from which it is derived.
This schedule should consist of a list of entries in journal entry
form, giving in regard to each all details that would be required
if it were to be placed on the books, together with an explanation
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making clear the reasons why the entry is in order and referring
to the entries of prior years, if any, which it is intended to correct.
Many of these entries will be the same at the beginning and end
of the year, while some, though the same in nature, will differ in
amount, and others will appear only under one of the dates.
When it is found necessary to correct arbitrary depreciation
of previous years, it is desirable to prepare a complete statement
by years of the depreciation that should have been written off,
showing the resulting balances in the reserve at the end of each
year. Two entries should be made to adjust each balance-sheet,
one cancelling the reserve found in the books and the other
setting up the reserve that should have been accumulated and
referring to the schedule of depreciation described above which
should be furnished as schedule A-18 of the return. In such
cases, of course, the returns of prior years would have to be
amended to conform thereto, and the entries correcting the last
balance-sheet should be placed on the books.
Other entries will correct appreciations or arbitrary adjust
ments of values in the past, and the booking of such adjustments
will be optional. There usually are other adjustments which
should not be placed upon the books and do not represent cor
rections of erroneous bookkeeping in any sense but are made
for tax purposes only in order to bring the surplus into agree
ment with the requirements of the law. For example, dividends
declared and reserve for federal income and profits taxes, although
real liabilities, are, under the law and regulations, part of the
surplus until the payment thereof becomes due. Although these
should stand as liabilities on the books and in balance-sheets for
commercial purposes, it is desirable on the tax balance-sheets to
throw them into surplus, so as to show in surplus the balance that
is considered to be such in the law and regulations.
Interesting problems arise from the provision that deprecia
tion and depletion of assets acquired prior to March 1, 1913, are
based on the value as of that date (or in exceptional cases of
some later date) rather than on cost. These provisions in effect
imply that for determining income the assets should have been
adjusted by an appreciation or a write-off at March 1, 1913, and
yet the rules regarding invested capital disallow any such adjust
ment. This situation may be met by carrying two surplus ac47
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counts, one covering the surplus permissible as invested capital
and the other the surplus due to appreciation at March 1, 1913.
In order to claim depreciation or depletion on an enhanced
value as of March 1, 1913, it is required (1) that the value be
proved and (2) that it be set up in the books. It often devolves
upon the accountant to determine and prove the value—which
is usually a difficult matter, but one involving resourcefulness and
keen reasoning rather than technique. The booking of the appre
ciation ordinarily could not be done until after the accountant’s
work was finished and the return, prepared by him, approved
and accepted by the client. It would, therefore, appear as one of
the entries adjusting the balance-sheets and would be a charge
against either the asset account in question or a special account
“appreciation of ----------- asset at March 1, 1913,” and a credit
to “surplus due to appreciation at March 1, 1913.” Assuming
that depletion based on cost values has already found expression
in the books, effect would be given to depletion of this increased
value (and in like manner to depreciation) by entries applicable
to the initial and final balance-sheets charging “surplus due to
appreciation at March 1, 1913,” and crediting “reserve for deple
tion” with depletion accumulated from March 1, 1913, to the
respective dates, based on a rate obtained by dividing the appre
ciation by the recoverable units. If desired, a special depletion
reserve may be used to keep this class of depletion separate from
the other, in which case the sum of this reserve and the special
surplus would continue to equal the amount of the appreciation.
The schedule of adjusting entries to be applied to the balancesheets of the beginning and end of the year for each company can
be worked up as the investigation of that company’s history and
the solving of its particular problems progress. When it is
completed, the adjusting entries can be posted in the proper col
umns of the balance-sheets, and the figures for the adjusted bal
ance-sheets obtained by cross-footing. The accountant can then
study these adjusted balance-sheets to make sure that they
present the facts as they would appear if all the accounting from
the inception of the business had been such as the law intends.
After having thus reviewed the adjusted balance-sheet of each
of the affiliated companies and assured himself that it meets the
requirements of the tax return, the accountant can proceed to
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make up a consolidation of adjusted balance-sheets at each
date, with columns as follows:
Consolidated balance-sheet.
Eliminations per schedule--------------- .
Adjusted balance-sheet, company A.
Adjusted balance-sheet, company B.
Etc.
That the balance-sheets are of great importance, not only for
determining invested capital, but also for verifying the statement
of income, is too well understood to require discussion and is
illustrated by the emphasis placed by the treasury department on
the reconcilement of the taxable net income with the change in
surplus during the year. For this purpose two schedules are pro
vided in form 1120: schedule B to reconcile the taxable net in
come with the net profits for the year and schedule D to reconcile
the net profits for the year with the change in surplus exhibited
by the balance-sheets. There appears to have been no reason for
thus splitting up the reconcilement, unless it was thought that this
arrangement would conform to the accounting practice of the
largest number of corporations. There is certainly nothing in the
law or the logic of its application to make such a division neces
sary, and, where more convenient, a single direct reconcilement is
preferable. The reconcilement of the consolidated net income
with the consolidated balance-sheets is often a very involved and
difficult matter. The reconcilement, however, can be handled, in
conjunction with the consolidation of net income, in such a man
ner as to make a very clear presentation of the facts safeguarded
at every step against errors.
The method proposed is first to draw up for each company a
schedule with columns as follows:
Change in surplus per books.
Adjusting entries per schedule--------------- .
Debits
Entry number
Amount
Credits
Entry number
Amount
Change in surplus per adjusted balance-sheets.
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The first twenty-five lines of this schedule would cover the
same items of income and deductions as are shown in schedule A
of form 1120. Line 25 would be the taxable net income. From that
point down it would be continued as follows:
25 Taxable net income.
Add items not included:
Exempt interest on U. S. obligations.
Exempt interest on state and municipal bonds.
Dividends received on stock of domestic corporations.
Dividends out of profits prior to March 1, 1913.
Dividends from personal service corporations out of
profits prior to January 1, 1918.
Appreciation at March 1, 1913, of assets sold during the
year.
Etc.--------------------Total.
Deduct items not deducted:
Donations, gratuities and contributions.
Federal income and profits taxes.
Foreign income and profits taxes.
Insurance premiums for the benefit of the corporation.
Interest for carrying inadmissible assets.
Dividends.
Etc.---------------------

Total to be deducted.
Net change in surplus for the year.
Surplus beginning of year (including surplus due to
appreciation).
Surplus end of year (including surplus due to appreciation).
After analyzing all the items that constitute the change in sur
plus balance according to the books and filling in the column pro
vided for that purpose, the footings should agree with the surplus
balances brought forward to this schedule from the corresponding
columns of the balance-sheets.
The adjusting entries may then be inserted in the subsequent
columns, using the entries that have already been scheduled as
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adjustments to the balance-sheets. In this operation all entries
which are the same at the beginning and end of the year, both in
nature and amount, may be paired off and omitted. All other
entries should be posted, giving due heed to the rule that all adjust
ments made against the initial balance-sheet affect the surplus
account for the year inversely. In other words, although the
entries applicable to the final balance-sheet are posted to the surplus
schedule directly (i. e., entries debiting surplus are posted as
debits and entries crediting surplus are posted as credits), the
entries applicable to the initial balance-sheet are posted to the sur
plus reversely (i. e., entries debiting surplus are posted as credits,
and entries crediting surplus are posted as debits).
This schedule may then be cross-footed to produce the figures
for the last column, “change in surplus per adjusted balancesheets,” the footings of which should agree with the surplus bal
ances inserted in the last two lines. If the system has been cor
rectly followed, the figures appearing in the last column will show
interesting features. For instance, although the book figures for
dividends and federal income and profits taxes represent the divi
dends declared and taxes accrued, application of the adjusting
entries results in figures for the adjusted column that represent
the actual payments made during the year. Bad debts, which may
have been an estimated figure in the first column, are changed in
the last column to the amount of ascertained losses.
The consolidation of adjusted income and the reconcilement of
consolidated surplus are then prepared by making a schedule with
the same items for lines and with columns for

Consolidated.
Eliminations.
Company A as adjusted.
Company B as adjusted.
Etc.
The advantages claimed for this system of procedure may be
summarized as follows:
1. The preparation of separate adjusted balance-sheet and
surplus analysis for each company enables the accountant to work
with a definite criterion in mind as to the propriety and adequacy
of the adjustments made, and, if employing numerous assistants on
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the work, to gauge the results of each adjustment before passing
it into the consolidation.
2. The adjustments, being in the form of journal entries
applicable to separate companies—ready, if needed, to be placed
on the books—are much more useful to the client than a long list of
adjustments applicable to the consolidated balance-sheet.
3. The subsequent entry of these adjustments on the books
does not alter the adjusted balance-sheet of the individual com
pany nor the consolidated balance-sheet.
4. The record is clear from the books of the several com
panies to the final computation of the tax.
5. The schedules furnished constitute the essential working
papers and may be compiled, particularly the list of adjusting
entries, as the accountant proceeds with the investigation and
solves one point after another in the history of the business.
It has been said that there is always more than one way of
getting around a stump, and that is doubtless as true regarding the
procedure for consolidated returns as anything else. The method
proposed in this article, although it has been used with satisfactory
results, is not the only way to handle the matter. Undoubtedly
accountants interested in this branch of accountancy have devised
many different systems, each with its own advantages; but thus
far little has been published on the subject, and it is hoped that
this article will lead to others, thereby eventually bringing out the
wisdom that comes only from discussion.
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EDITORIAL
A Word to Those Who Would Be Accountants
Within the last few years there has been an enormous increase
in the number of inquiries received as to the prospects and profits
of public accounting. Innumerable young men and women write
to ask if there would be an opportunity for them to enter the pro
fession, and if there were such opportunity what the compensa
tion would be.
In regard to every calling it may properly be said that the
results depend largely upon the fitness of the individual, but in
accounting more than in most professions it is essentially true. The
work for many years will be arduous, and if there be no natural
aptitude for analysis, mathematics, economy and other elements
of accounting there will be no success. The person who is not
imbued with a sense that accounting is the one thing for which
he is best fitted would do well to select some other vocation.
A letter recently written by one of our eminent accountants to
his nephew was brought to our attention and the contents of it
contained so striking and delightfully worded a reply to the oftrepeated inquiry that we asked and obtained permission to present
the letter to our readers.
It will be found somewhat reminiscent of the familiar letters
of old Gorgon Graham to his son, but the style is quite distinct
and the profound philosophy runs on somewhat different lines.
Every accountant who has had to answer inquiries from pro
spective applicants for positions or has had to give advice to
relatives and friends will welcome the publication of the letter
which follows as providing a complete and admirable answer
suitable, with slight variations, to almost every case.
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The letter is commended to the careful and prayerful con
sideration of every accountant and everyone else who thinks of
becoming an accountant.
My dear Paul:
Your letter of November 10th reached my office during my absence from
the city, else I should have replied thereto sooner.
I am indeed glad to hear from you and to learn something of your present
notions concerning the matter of selecting a career for yourself.
Now, in my opinion, the very best immediate service I can render you
is to interrogate you, or rather get you to interrogate yourself, and to dis
cuss with you this matter of choosing a vocation. Permit me, therefore, to
take the rostrum and preach a little sermon.
First, let me say that what the world most needs is men who, having
studied themselves and their own natural vocational qualifications, deliber
ately choose a career, whether it be trade, business or profession, and then
for all time thereafter, consistently, through adversity and temporary allure
ments, stick to their chosen career. The world is full of men whose lives
are fashioned on the doctrine of opportunism and who sail their craft through
the troubled waters of life without any further chart or compass than the
apparent immediate promise of the enterprise which, for the moment,
engages them.
The testimony of every person whose opinion is worth anything is that
the men who do the things in this world which are worth while are the men
who establish for themselves an objective in life and pursue that objective
despite any temptations or allurements which, for the moment, seem to
promise an immediate greater advantage. So much for this idea.
You are old enough to grasp it and all that I am trying to do is to
emphasize the importance of starting out right.
I suppose that you have given sufficient serious consideration to your own
natural aptitudes and inclinations and to your own really basic temperamental
qualifications and vocational fitness.
In the first place, you should carefully consider whether your career shall
be in business or in a profession. While you are doing that bear in mind
that while a professional career, as distinguished from a business career,
may hold out satisfactions of many kinds other than merely financial reward,
the fact nevertheless remains that if all the other factors which might enter
into the problem of success were the same, the business career, on the average,
holds out the promise of greater financial success than does the professional
one. You have only to consult your own immediate observations on this
point, or talk with your dad or older men about it, and either you or they
will have great trouble in finding an instance in which a man ever became
rich (what we nowadays call rich) from the practice of any kind of pro
fession. It is true that men have achieved large financial success who were
professional men, but usually their financial rewards did not come from the
pure practice of their profession, no matter what it might be.
Of course a comfortable competence is the first and prime consideration,
but if you choose a professional career you want to do so with the idea that
the choice is based on considerations supplemental to and even greater in
your estimation than the mere financial rewards. In other words, you would
rather do the work of your profession than do anything else, no matter how
large and alluring the pay might be.
Having decided this question for yourself, and assuming the choice to be
a profession, next consider carefully your own qualifications for the various
professions, and bear in mind that every one has natural qualifications for
something in life, and much depends on finding the thing for which his
natural qualifications fit him.
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Having determined this, choose it and stick to it through thick and thin,
unless you discover that your own character analysis of yourself was mis
taken. All the work and study you do thereafter must be planned to develop
these qualities and to acquire all the theoretical and practical knowledge
which will equip you to be a more skillful practitioner.
The basic natural mental qualification for the profession of accountancy
is not the mathematical or number ability (although this is a strong support
ing one), but is what I might call the analytical faculty, viz.: a power to
reason straight and correctly, from fundamentals to derivatives (this we call
deduction), or from derivatives back to fundamentals (this we call induc
tion). You should possess the ability to analyze a complex problem, resolve
it into its component elements, distinguish between the important and the
relatively unimportant, and discover the relation of each part to each other
and to the whole. If this quality is lacking in you, and if you have not
the ability to stick to your problem without being tempted into all kinds of
fanciful and collateral and interesting and related suggestions, you lack the
one mental quality which lies at the very base of success in the practice
of accountancy. You might make a good poet or a painter or a successful
promoter or a salesman, or many other things, but would you succeed in
accountancy, you must be able to develop in yourself the quality of concen
trating your mind on the one thing which for the time being engages your
attention.
Of course you have learned by now that a bookkeeper is no more an
accountant (although an accountant must know all about bookkeeping, about
law, economics and many other things) than an apothecary is a chemist, a
butcher is an anatomist, or a skillful mechanic is an architect or an engineer.
Should you choose accountancy as your profession, you will have to make
the same sacrifices as the beginner in any other profession by way of study,
drudgery and years spent to acquire experience, during which time other
young chaps will be earning more than you are.
Of course it may be that a young man of only twenty years of age cannot
yet make that careful self-analysis which will enable him to decide into
which part in the game of life he fits the best. Whether or not he can make
this judgment depends in part on biological conditions and in part on pre
vious environment and mental experiences. He can, however, at least make
a tentative and prima facie decision on the basis of which to will to adopt a
rigid course long enough to test thoroughly his tentative conclusions.
I gather from your letter that your present notion is that you have an
inclination toward and some fitness for the profession of accountancy, and
I assume that this is not based merely upon the notion of desiring a job
which will answer your immediate purposes—this job to be lightly abandoned
for another which, for the time being, promises better rewards in the way
of financial compensation, hours, comforts or any other inducements.
If the foregoing assumption be correct, I have the permission of my
partners to offer you a junior clerkship on our staff. I would not expect that
you could be of very much service for a number of years, even though you
had every natural qualification for the work. I would expect that for the
next two or three years you would intensively pursue a course in account
ancy which you could do through extension methods (by correspondence).
During this time you would have the opportunity for laboratory work, the
more or less tedious drudgery in a junior capacity that employment on an
accountant’s staff affords. After serving this time of apprenticeship for
three or four or five years, you might begin to think of having laid the
foundation subsequently to become an accountant. The studies which you
have pursued at school, if you have pursued them with any profit, will have
been excellent preparation, but don’t get the idea that they have done any
more toward completing your preliminary education as an accountant than
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would graduation from a primary school have completed an ordinary classical
education—which would only be begun after you had been graduated from a
university.
Should you conclude to make the trial for long enough thoroughly to
determine this matter for yourself, and, as a means to this end, come to
work for this firm, you would do so on exactly the same basis as do any other
young men attached to our staff. I would rarely come in contact with your
work, and would only learn about it through the senior members of our
staff under whose direction you might work for the time being.
You could hope to receive to begin in the neighborhood of $75.00 a
month, and you would have to arrange your living in such a way that this
would provide for your daily necessities and pleasures and have a little left
over for tuition and the possible necessity for a nest egg. At present you
have no experience whatever to fit you to do even the most ordinary kind of
clerical service, and it might be desirable that we should get a job for you
in an office somewhere among our clients, to absorb at least a little atmos
phere on the inside of a business office.
Exactly the same method could be adopted which one of my partners
employed with his two sons, about which you might be interested in knowing.
When the boys left school both got jobs in our office for the time being,
until an opportunity presented itself to place them temporarily in the offices
of clients who needed somebody at that time. They would stay no longer
than was necessary to learn all they could from the jobs and put into the jobs
all of which they then were capable, when they would arrange with their
bosses to have somebody succeed them whom they thoroughly instructed in
the duties of the jobs. They would then take other jobs at one-half of what
they were earning in those which they resigned. This process was repeated
for a number of years, and in the intervals they had some opportunity for
professional training on various engagements handled by this office. During
all this time they pursued their studies, and in the course of seven or eight
years acquired a theoretical foundation and a practical experience of unusual
scope for young men. Their dad being a member of our firm, in my opinion,
did not always do them full justice in the way of compensation—at least he
set more severe standards for his own boys than he did for others on our
staff who were utter strangers. However, the schooling they got was calcu
lated to be the best in the long run. They are now both married, and one of
them is a junior partner in our firm.
If the time should ever come when you begin to make good, all kinds
of opportunities will offer themselves to accept private employment in busi
ness organizations (where you may be doing professional work for the
firm) at a compensation considerably greater than you will then be receiving.
The test of your fitness for the profession will come when you can decline
these opportunities and stick to your chosen career. It is easier to become
proficient in one routine job or with the problems of one particular business
(and you can be very much more valuable to a business after you have
learned all about its needs) than to learn a profession which has to deal with
every kind of business and be able to bring to the problems of each one
suggestions of value, although at the outset of your engagement you know
nothing whatever about the technique of that particular business.
My purpose in the foregoing rambling dissertation is to enable you to get
a perspective of the thing you are thinking about and to present a vision of
some of the problems which the choice of the profession of accountancy will
involve.
After all, the best service I can render you is not to offer you a job, but to
say something which might help you intelligently to decide for yourself what
is by all odds the most important and biggest problem with which you ever
will be confronted, namely, that of wisely and intelligently choosing your
life’s work.
Yours sincerely,
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Income-Tax Department
Edited by John B. Niven

For the first time in over two years we are not walking in the dark in
approaching the season for filing income-tax returns. In both the last
two years we had to deal with new laws—the revenue acts of 1917 and 1918,
respectively—containing elements entirely novel to us and aggravated by
lateness in promulgation of the relative regulations and forms. The con
ditions and rates for taxation of 1919 incomes and those of subsequent years
also—until legislation declares otherwise—are fortunately known in advance.
Though slightly lower than those for 1918, the rates for 1919 are, like those
of 1918, set forth in the revenue act of 1918.
The normal individual rates for 1919 and following years are 4% on
the first $4,000 above the exemption and 8% on the balance (as against 6%
and 12%, respectively, for 1918) ; but the surtax rates remain the same.
The normal corporation rate is now 10% (instead of 12%) ; the excess
profits rates are 20% and 40% in the first and second brackets, respectively
(where they were 30% and 65% for 1918) ; and there is no 80% war profits
tax except on income from war contracts.
Recommendations

by the

Treasury Department

If the legislative branch of the government pays heed to the executive
branch, it will in future be the policy to fix the terms of taxation not only
in advance of the year in which the taxes are to be collected, but in advance
of the year in which they accrue. In commending the revenue act of 1918
to congress for reconsideration, the president, in his message of December
2, 1919, urged that the present law should not be disturbed so far as regards
taxes for the calendar year 1920, payable in the calendar year 1921. And
the secretary of the treasury in his annual report goes on to say:
“It is of the utmost importance that the congress should follow
the wise precedent adopted by the last congress in determining in
advance of the year’s business the basis upon which taxes are to be
imposed. Uncertainty in respect to taxation during any given
business period results in each taxpayer’s setting aside for taxes an
ample margin to cover variations in the tax law which may affect
him onerously and calculating his costs and prices on that basis.
Even a bad law is better than a retroactive law. It is, therefore,
of the utmost importance, in my judgment, that the congress should
give consideration in the calendar year 1920 to the question of re
vision of the tax law, with a view to making such revision effective
well in advance in respect to the incomes and profits of the calendar
year 1921.”
The fundamental reform in the minds of the chief executive and the
secretary of the treasury is not reduction but “simplification of the income
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and profits taxes.” Indispensable as war measures, these financial devices
are not favored as productive of prosperity in peace times. Congress should
reduce the excess-profits tax, or eliminate it altogether; curtail the highest
brackets of the surtax; and make up the difference by increasing the normal
rates and the lower surtax rates. Secretary Glass has this to say:

“Though any appreciable reduction in the amount of the revenues
from taxation is not to be thought of during a fiscal year when the
government’s current disbursements will exceed its current receipts,
. . . . it is, I believe, the duty of the congress to give its closest
attention to the study of the incidence of taxation with a view to the
revision of the revenue act on lines which will produce the necessary
revenue with the minimum of inconvenience and injustice. The
treasury’s objections to the excess-profits tax even as a war ex
pedient (in contra-distinction to a war-profits tax) have been re
peatedly voiced before the committees of the congress. Still more
objectionable is the operation of the excess-profits tax in peace
times. It encourages wasteful expenditure, puts a premium on overcapitalization and penalty on brains, energy and enterprise, dis
courages new ventures and confirms old ventures in their monopo
lies. In many instances it acts as a consumption tax, is added to the
cost of production upon which profits are figured in determining
prices, and has been and will so long as it is maintained upon the
statute books continue to be a material factor in the increased cost
of living.
“The revenue sacrificed by elimination or reduction of this tax
must be sought in an increase of the normal income tax (from
which the income on Liberty bonds is exempt) and of the lower
brackets of the surtax. The upmost brackets of the surtax have
already passed the point of productivity, and the only consequence
of any further increase would be to drive possessors of these great
incomes more and more to place their wealth in the billions of
dollars of wholly exempt securities heretofore issued and still being
issued by states and municipalities, as well as those heretofore
issued by the United States. This process not only destroys a source
of revenue to the federal government, but tends to withdraw the
capital of very rich men from the development of new enterprises
and place it at the disposal of state and municipal governments upon
terms so easy to them (the cost of exemptions from taxation falling
more heavily upon the federal government) as to stimulate wasteful
and non-productive expenditure by state and municipal government.”
This last topic, the treatment accorded income from state and municipal
bonds, draws an emphatic protest from the head of the treasury. It is not
the exemption of this income, as such, from taxation that is attacked. That
exemption has always been thought to be inevitable. The courts have held
that “the United States has no power under the constitution to tax either
the instrumentalities or the property of a state,” and that the tax on
interest from their obligations “is a tax on the power of the states and their
instrumentalities to borrow money, and consequently repugnant to the con
stitution." It was out of deference to this theory that the interest in question
was specifically freed from income tax by the terms of the income-tax laws.
What the secretary criticises is the exclusion of the exempt state and
municipal interest from the calculation by which the taxpayer’s total income
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is determined and his surtax fixed. Thus, the apparent amount of a tax
payer’s total income may be reduced, his other income may be brought
within a much lower zone than that wherein it rightfully belongs, an avenue
for evasion of his just share of taxes is legalized, and, into the bargain, the
states are given a premium over the federal government in the disposition
of their securities. All these defects, the secretary holds, should be remedied,
and he makes his recommendations plain in these words:

“I call attention to the urgent necessity of revision of the revenue
law so as to require that, for the purpose of ascertaining the amount
of surtax payable by a taxpayer, his income from state and munici
pal bonds shall be reported and included in his total income, and the
portion of his income which is subject to taxation taxed at the rates
specified in the act in respect to a total income of such amount. The
treasury’s recommendations in this respect have been transmitted to
the appropriate committees of congress in connection with the
revenue act of 1918, and again in the present calendar year. Under
the present law a person having an income of, say, $1,000,000 from
taxable securities would, upon the sale of half his property and the
investment of the proceeds of that half in state or municipal bonds,
not only obtain exemption for the income derived from such invest
ment in state and municipal bonds, but greatly reduce the surtaxes
payable in respect to his other income. It is intolerable that tax
payers should be allowed by purchase of exempt securities, not only
to obtain exemption with respect to the income derived therefrom,
but to reduce the super-taxes upon their other income, and to have
the super-taxes upon their other income determined upon the as
sumption, contrary to fact, that they are not in possession of income
derived from state and municipal bonds.
“It is impossible to determine the actual gain in revenue to the
government which would result from such an amendment of the law.
That it would be very material I have no doubt. A still more im
portant result of the amendment of the law in this respect, how
ever, would be the reflex benefit to Liberty bonds which carry
exemption from normal income tax, but (as to the great bulk) not
from surtaxes. The very great advantage the states and munici
palities now have in conferring upon holders of their bonds larger
exemptions from federal taxation than the federal government itself
confers upon holders of Liberty bonds should be reduced, so far as
it may be reduced, by the adoption of appropriate administrative
provisions in the federal revenue law.”
That the amendment asked for will not be found unconstitutional the
secretary is confident. He distinguishes the income tax on the income from
state and municipal bonds from the surtax on the individual’s income. The
interest on obligations of states and their subdivisions now exempt would,
it appears, continue to be exempt from normal tax, to satisfy the consti
tutional difficulty, and would be brought in for surtax only. The income
tax may recognize sources of income, but the surtax regards only dimensions.
It is a tax on income in bulk, without regard to identity of components; it
bears on income for reaching the magnitude it does in the hands of any
one individual. This seems to be the underlying theory on which reliance
is placed. To quote again from Secretary Glass:
“A question has been raised concerning the right of the federal
government under the constitution to tax the income from state and
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municipal bonds, but there can be no doubt of the constitutionality
of such an administrative provision. The proposal is not to tax the
income derived from state and municipal securities, but to prevent
evasion of the tax in respect to other income. The principles in
volved are abundantly established in the decisions of the supreme
court sustaining taxes upon corporations, bank stock, etc., computed
after taking into account income derived from government, state
and municipal bonds.”
“Notes”

by

the

Treasury Department

In a document, entitled Notes on the Revenue Act of 1918, the secretary
of the treasury draws attention to numerous suggestions that have been
made, both from outside and within the department, for amendment of the
law. These are distinctly not recommendations, but merely a collection of
ideas gathered from all sources and submitted to the committee on ways
and means of the house of representatives for consideration.
The most important of these “suggestions” are indicated below, to show
the trend of thought in the development of our experience with income
taxation. If read with care not to confuse them with existing requirements,
they are informative.

(a) To extend the scope of the “personal service corporation”
provision (section 200) to cover all “personal corporations,” whether
employing capital or not, if the number of inactive stockholders is
small, and the active ones own a stipulated majority of the capital
stock.
This suggestion has considerable merit, moving as it does towards the
elimination of an artificial distinction between actual partnerships and what
are virtually partnerships in corporate form.
(b) To enlarge the class of property exchanges from which
(under section 202) no loss or gain is held to accrue, so as to include
cases (1) where the market value of the property received cannot
be determined; (2) where the property received is substantially all
of the stock of a corporation; (3) when the exchange is between
“affiliated” corporations; and (4) all cases of corporate reorganiza
tion or partnership-corporation organization, whether the new securi
ties have a greater par value than the old or not.

Why the line between a profitable and a no-profit exchange should ever
have been drawn at such an ambiguousstandard as the difference between
par value is incomprehensible to the innocent bystander; and there are
innumerable conversions of rights and properties that are changes in form
only and should not be deemed closed and profit-or-loss fixing transactions.
The general intent of this suggestion is so commendable that it is to
be hoped it will appeal to congress and take definite form.
(c) To permit the deduction of operating or capital losses
incurred in any year from the profits of the preceding year, or if
in excess of that, then from the profits of the succeeding year.

If this idea were adopted, what has been felt to be a grievance ever since
the enactment of the 1909 act would be removed. The alternative concep
tions in the law are of annual income as against no-income, but (except for
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the opening wedge introduced into the 1918 act, in section 204, for fiscal
years falling between October 31, 1919, and January 1, 1920) not of positive
income as against negative income or loss. Why should each year thus be
made to stand by itself in tax accounting, contrary to the principles main
tained in sound financing? No such arbitrary divisions by years can be
recognized in the accumulation of a corporate surplus or deficit and the
payment of dividends.

(d) To make the depreciation and depletion allowances on prop
erty received by gift and the profit or loss to a beneficiary from its
sale dependent on its cost to the donor and not its value at the date
received by the beneficiary.

The irony of this proposal is at once evident. The beneficiary who
parted with his gift would have to pay a tax on any increase in the value
of the property while in the hands of the donor. This appreciation does
indeed escape the income tax under the present law, but when the property
passes by bequest, devise or descent it bears the estate tax, which, being
based on market values, gives the federal government its due under another
portion of the revenue act. And perhaps this is the key to a correct solution
of the present inequity in allowing appreciation in value of property
bestowed by the gift of a living donor to escape the tax: tax the donor and
not the beneficiary.
(e) To create a distinction between current income and “extra
ordinary” income, so that compensation paid in a lump sum in one
year for services of a period and gains realized in one year from
the sale of investments and capital assets may be taxed at special
rates, with due regard to the years in which the income accrued.

This thought is as much in line with that expressed in (c) above as it is
opposed to that in (d).
It has justice in it if tax rates continue to vary greatly between years;
but it presents practical difficulties in the way of adequate definition and
prevention against abuse.

(f) To permit obligor corporations to deduct as interest taxes
paid by them on tax-free covenant bonds.
It is on the theory that the amount of tax paid by the corporation is an
addition to its interest payments that the recipient is obliged to return this
amount as income, if he follows article 31 of regulations 45. This income
thus bears double taxation. Either the corporation should be allowed the
deduction or, preferably, the individual should be permitted to treat it as a
payment on account of his tax, in accordance with the purpose of the taxfree covenant.

(g) To remove the possibility of reducing taxable income by the
deduction of interest paid on indebtedness incurred for
Vic
tory notes.
While the interest deduction is proper when the income is subject to
surtaxes or excess-profits taxes, obviously there is no ground for permitting it
when the securities carried are wholly exempt from tax.
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(h) To free from tax interest received by non-resident foreign
individuals and corporations not doing business here on funds on
deposit here.
This proposal is made as a measure of reciprocity with other countries
that will cost us little and will encourage foreign business enterprises to use
our banking institutions.
(i) To define the income of foreign individuals and corporations
from American sources so as to exclude their profits from manufac
ture and disposition of goods outside our boundaries, and to deter
mine the American income by a rational method of apportionment.
It appears that foreign producers are equally liable to taxation here on
their entire income if, first, their factory is located here but they make
sales abroad, and, second, the factory is located abroad and their sales are
made through an established office in the United States. This comes about
because, in the first case, “sources within the United States” is held to cover
manufacture or production, while in the second instance it covers sale.
The case needs only to be stated to justify the amendment. But, while
dealing with this subject, we may express the hope that it will be made
clearer than it is now how to distinguish between sources within and sources
without the United States. How far may the non-resident go and what
are the extreme measures he may employ to secure trade here without be
coming subject to our income tax? What classes of the voluminous sales
made here through salesmen, brokers, commission merchants and similar
agencies are legitimately escaping tax ? And what are not ?

(j) To provide that in case of a return by an individual for a
fractional part of a year, “the surtax shall be such part of a surtax
computed upon an amount twelve times the average monthly income
for the fractional part of the year included in the return as the
number of months in such period is of twelve months.”
Without some such rule as this, “an individual making a return for a
fractional part of a year secures a lower rate of surtax than would be applied
to him if he made return for an entire year.”
(k) To embody in the law the present regulation that a tax
payer’s status at the close of the year determines his personal credits,
except that in case of death during the year the individual’s status
at his decease shall govern.
(1) To make statutory the present rulings, in connection with
the excess-profits tax and war-profits tax, to the effect that (1) for
a return covering less than twelve months, the limits of $3,000.00
and $20,000.00, respectively, in section 302 (the limited tax section),
should be proportionate to the fraction of a year covered, and (2)
taxes for the preceding year “may be included in the computation of
invested capital only until such taxes become due and payable.”
(m) To extend to prior acts the benefits of the 1918 act in
respect of (1) the five-year limitation upon amendment of returns
and assessment by the commissioner, and (2) the remission of the
5% penalty and lowering of the interest rate to one-half of 1% on
all bona fide claims for abatement.
Schedule

of

Average Percentages

of

Pre-War Income

Section 311 of the revenue act of 1918 provides that a corporation which
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was not in existence during the whole of at least one calendar year during
the pre-war period, and therefore received no income during the pre-war
period, shall be allowed a specific exemption of $3,000 and—
“An amount equal to the same percentage of the invested capital
of the taxpayer for the taxable pear as the average percentage of net
income to invested capital, for the pre-war period, of corporations
engaged in trade or business of the same general class as that con
ducted by the taxpayer, but such amount shall in no case be less
than 10 per centum of the invested capital of the taxpayer for the
taxable year. Such average percentage shall be determined by the
commissioner on the basis of data contained in returns made under
title II of the revenue act of 1917, and the average known as the
median shall be used.”

In pursuance of this requirement of the law, there have been compiled
by the treasury department and issued as Bulletin D. Income Tax, tables
showing the average percentages of pre-war income to pre-war invested capital
of general classes of corporations, grouped as to trades or businesses. The
bulletin cannot be repeated in full, but can be obtained from the bureau of
internal revenue. Corporations entitled to more than the minimum 10%
exemption are the exception, as is indicated by the following summary:

Chart
Showing the average percentages of net income to invested capital for
the pre-war period and the number of industrial groups of the same class
of business under each median.

Agriculture and dependent pursuits..
Mining...................................................
Financial: Banks, insurance com
panies, brokerage institutions......
Common carriers and public utilities
Iron and steel......................................
Chemical manufacturing and allied
industries.....................................
Manufacturing foods and food pro
ducts..............................................
Leather and leather goods industries
Liquors and beverages.......................
Metal and metallurgical extractions
Paper manufacturing, printing,
bookbinding, publishing...........
Special manufacturing industries...
Stone, clay, and glass industries....
Textile industries................................
Lumbering and woodworking indus
tries...............................................
Trading and miscellaneous................

Total.............................................

19% and under 20%.

18% and under 19%.

17% and under 18%.

16% and under 17%.

14% and under 15%.

15% and under 16%.

13% and under 14%.

12% and under 13%.

11% and under 12%.

10% and under.

Industry

Total
number
of
industrial
sub
divisions.

Over 10% and under
11%

Medians or average percentages of net income to invested
capital.

10
17

8 ....
15 ....

22
17
37

22 ............................................................................................
16 ..........................
1 ......................................................
35
2 ...................................................................................

9

4

2

1
1

....
1 ......................................................
.............................................
1 ................

2 ................

1

.............................................

16
4
5
15

10
4
1
1 ................................................................
1
2
1 .........................................................................
5 .............................................................................................
13
1 ...................................
1 ...................................

13
37
9
33

10
2 ................
1 ......................................................
27
2
3
2 ....
1
1
1 ..........................
8 ................
1 ................................................................
25
1
4 1 ....................................
1 .... 1

12
21

12 ............................................................................................
18
1
1 .... 1

277

229
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5

3

2

2

1

3
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TREASURY RULINGS

The only new treasury decision (T. D. 2956) prescribes regulations for
the execution of that provision of the revenue act of 1918 (sections 214A-10 and 234-A-9), by which a taxpayer discovering oil or gas wells after
March 1, 1913, may, if the fair market value is materially disproportionate
to the cost, value his property at the date of discovery, or within thirty days
thereafter, to establish the basis for his depletion calculations (but not
for his profit or loss on sale). The relative articles (220 and 221) of regu
lations 45 are rewritten. ‘‘Discovery” signifies demonstration, natural or
artificial, of the presence of sufficient oil or gas to warrant expectation of
at least returning the capital invested and thus to justify “commercial ex
ploitation.” To make certain knowledge possible as to whether the tax
payer’s property is a “discovery” or part of a “proven tract or lease,” a unit
of “proven area” is created. This unit is defined as “a square surface
area of 160 acres, having as its center the mouth of a well producing oil or
gas.” Thus a new well or exposure falling within the boundaries of a square
of 160 acres centering on an existing well is not a discovery, but part of a
proven tract or lease, and not susceptible to valuation at fair market value.
But if it does not overlap other like “areas,” the “property” to be valued
covers the well, its equipment and contents, out to the limits of the tax
payer’s bounding lines, or of the 160-acre unit, whichever is interior. (What
might otherwise be deemed a “discovery,” however, is inadmissible as such
if situated at the center of a compact area of proven land and if sur
rounding geological evidences indicate in advance that it is bearing land.)
(T. D. 2956, December 2, 1919)
Deductions allowed. Depletion after discovery of oil and gas wells,
proven tract or lease. Disproportionate value, article 220 and 221 of regu
lations 45, amended.
Regulations 45 are hereby amended by substituting for articles 220 and
221 as they now stand the following three articles:
Article 220. Oil and gas wells.
Section 214 (a) (10) and section 234 (a) (9) provide that taxpayers
who discover oil and gas wells on or after March 1, 1913, may, under the
circumstances therein prescribed, determine the fair market value of such
property at the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter for the
purpose of ascertaining allowable deductions for depletion. Before such
valuation may be made the statute requires that two conditions precedent
be satisfied: (1) That the fair market value of such property (oil and gas
wells) on the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter became ma
terially disproportionate to the cost, by virtue of the discovery, and (2)
that such oil and gas wells were not acquired as the result of purchase of
a proven tract or lease.
Article 220 (a). Discovery—Proven tract or lease—Property dispro
portionate value. (1) For the purpose of these sections of the revenue act
of 1918, an oil or gas well may be said to be discovered when there is
either a natural exposure of oil or gas or a drilling that discloses the actual
and physical presence of oil or gas in quantities sufficient to justify com
mercial exploitation. Quantities sufficient to justify commercial exploita
tion are deemed to exist when the quantity and quality of the oil or gas
so recovered from the well are such as to afford a reasonable expectation
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of at least returning the capital invested in such well through the sale of
the oil or gas, or both, to be derived therefrom.
(2) A proven tract or lease may be a part of the whole of a proven
area. A proven area for the purposes of this statute shall be presumed to
be that portion of the productive sand or zone or reservoir included in a
square surface area of 160 acres having as its center the mouth of a well
producing oil or gas in commercial quantities. In other words, a producing
well shall be presumed to prove that portion of a given sand, zone or reservoir
which is included in an area of 160 acres of land, regardless of private
boundaries. The center of such square area shall be the mouth of the well,
and its sides shall be parallel to the section lines established by the United
States system of public land surveys in the district in which it is located.
Where a district is not covered by the United States land surveys, the sides
of said area shall run north and south, east and west.
So much of a taxpayer’s tract or lease which lies within an area proven,
either by himself or by another, is “a proven tract or lease” as contemplated
by the statute, and the discovery of a well thereon will not entitle such
taxpayer to revalue such well for the purpose of depletion allowances, unless
the tract or lease has been acquired before it became proven. And even
though a well is brought in on a tract or lease not included in a proven area,
as heretofore defined, nevertheless it may not entitle the owner of the tract
or lease in which such well is located to revaluation for depletion purposes,
if such tract or lease lies within a compact area which is immediately sur
rounded by proven land, and the geologic structural conditions on or under
the land so inclosed may reasonably warrant the belief that the oil or gas
of the proven areas extends thereunder. Under such circumstances the entire
area is to be regarded as proven land.
(3) The “property” which may be valued after discovery is the “well.”
For the purposes of these sections the “well” is the drill hole, the surface
necessary for the drilling and operation of the well, the oil or gas content
of the particular sand, zone or reservoir (limestone, breccia, crevice, etc.)
in which the discovery was made by the drilling and from which the pro
duction is drawn, to the limit of the taxpayer’s private bounding lines, but
not beyond the limits of the proven area as heretofore provided.
(4) A taxpayer to be entitled to revalue his property after March 1,
1913, for the purpose of depletion allowances must make a discovery after
said date, and such discovery must result in the fair market value of the
property becoming disproportionate to the cost. The fair market value of
the property will be deemed to have become disproportionate to the cost,
when the output of such well of oil or gas affords a reasonable expectation
of returning to the taxpayer an amount materially in excess of the cost of
the land or lease if acquired since March 1, 1913, or its fair market value
on March 1, 1913, if acquired prior thereto, plus the cost of exploration and
development work to the time the well was brought in.
Article 221. Proof of discovery of oil and gas wells. In order to meet
the requirements of the preceding article to the satisfaction of the commis
sioner, the taxpayer will be required, among other things, to submit the
following with his return: (a) A map of convenient scale, showing the
location of the tract and discovery well in question and of the nearest pro
ducing well, and the development for a radius of at least three miles from
the tract in question, both on the date of discovery and on the date when
the fair market value was set; (b) a certified copy of the log of the dis
covery well, showing the location, the date drilling began, the date of com
pletion and beginning of production, the formations penetrated, the oil, gas
and water sands penetrated, the casing record, including the record of
perforations, and any other information tending to show the condition of the
well and the location of the sand or zone from which the oil or gas was
produced on the date the discovery was claimed; (c) a sworn record of pro
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duction, clearly proving the commercial productivity of the discovery well;
(d) a sworn copy of the records, showing the cost of the property; and (e)
a full explanation of the method of determining the value on the date of
discovery or within 30 days thereafter, supported by satisfactory evidence
of the fairness of this value.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATION
NOVEMBER, 1919

In regard to the following attempt to present the correct answers to the
questions asked in the examination held by the American Institute of
Accountants in November, 1919, the reader is cautioned against accepting
the answers as official. They have not been seen by the examiners—still less
endorsed by them.
AUDITING
Answer Any Ten Questions and No More
Question No. 1:
Outline in the case of a balance-sheet audit a programme of instructions
for verification of cash and bank balances.
Answer to Question No. 1:

If a proper system is in vogue, each day’s cash receipts should be de
posited in bank not later than the morning of the next business day, and,
aside from the petty cash, there should be no cash on hand on the morning
when the auditor makes his appearance except the deposit for the previous
day. The items of this deposit should be compared with the cashbook
entries. This will uncover any substitution of cheques for the purpose of
“lapping’’ or carrying bogus cheques to cover a shortage. One of the
u
a ditor’s staff should accompany the concern’s messenger when he makes the
deposit to be sure that it reaches the bank unchanged.
When the petty cash fund is comparatively small a verification of the
balance at the time of the audit is usually sufficient. It would hardly be
worth while to scrutinize all the transactions between the closing date and
the date of the audit. If the balance is large, as in the historical English
case, in which the balance was $4,000, the fund is not petty cash at all, but
is a working fund or office cash, which should be subject to the same rules
of audit as those which apply to the general cash when the receipts are not
all deposited.
If a proper system is not followed, and each day’s receipts are not de
posited intact, the items constituting the cash balance should be very closely
scrutinized. Cheques should be compared with the cashbook entries which
they represent. If there are customers’ cheques in the cash drawer for which
no entries are to be found on the cashbook, it is evidence that the credits for
them have been held out and they are there to take the place of cheques
belonging to the credits of the day, held out in a similar manner the day
^7
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before—in other words, it is evidence of “lapping.” As these cheques do
not belong in the cash until the credits for them appear on the cashbook, the
cash is short to that extent.
The cash should all be in bankable funds and should not contain any
so-called cash items. Due-bills of officers and employees should be taken
out and charged to an account of “salary advances.” This applies to bank
cheques unless they are good and can be deposited at once. It should be noted
especially whether or not any of the due-bills are greater than the salaries
due the signers for the proportionate time elapsed since the last pay day.
The entries between the date of the balance-sheet and that of the audit
should be scrutinized and the additions verified in order that the balance on
hand as it appears on the balance-sheet may be shown to be correct.
With regular clients it is well to arrange to have the cash verified when
possible on the day when the balance-sheet is dated.
The balance in bank should not be accepted as shown by a bank state
ment or passbook in the hands of the cashier. The auditor should obtain an
independent statement direct from the bank, preferably a new statement
balanced to date, as this will give a trustworthy basis for the list of out
standing cheques.
When a person is treasurer of more than one concern, the bank account
of each should be kept in its own name. When an accountant is auditing
one of the concerns, he should also verify the cash balance of the others.
A case is on record in which John Doe was treasurer of two building and
loan associations the fiscal periods of which ended in different months. He
opened a bank account as John Doe, treasurer, and succeeded in making the
same balance represent both associations, until a professional auditor re
quested him to account for both cash balances at the same time.

Question No. 2:
Outline a system of internal check for a wholesale grocery concern doing
a business of $3,000,000 a year, with about 2,000 customers. The system
should co-ordinate with an annual audit by professional accountants.

Answer to Question No. 2:
The general principle to be followed is that no one person shall be in
complete control of any important part of the business, but that the work
of each shall be subject to check by being made to fit in with that of others
or be supervised by others.
Sales invoices should be made in duplicate, so that the invoice which goes
to the customer shall be an exact copy of the one filled in the shipping room.
The duplicate, including the prices, should be approved by the selling depart
ment ; the filling of the order should be certified by those who assemble the
goods and by the packers; and the shipment should be certified by the ship
ping clerk. The extensions should be made by someone in the selling depart
ment and verified by a bookkeeper. Each invoice should be numbered and
account should be made for all numbers. The auditor need make tests only
of a few parcels of consecutive numbers. Not only must the person omitting
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to initial an invoice be held accountable, but also all others who follow him,
as no one should approve an invoice unless it contains all required approvals
preceding his own.
A controlling account must be kept on the general ledger with each of
the customers’ ledgers, if there is more than one. It is not necessary to go
into details in regard to the advantages of this requirement.
Cash receipts should be recorded by more than one person. The best plan
is to have some one in the office of the secretary open the mail, and on a
typewriter make three copies of the remittances received on a separate blank
for each customer’s ledger, giving the name and address, the total of the
account paid, the deductions in appropriate columns for cash discount, freight,
shortage or any other allowance and the net cash. The original will go to
the bookkeeper, who will post direct from the blank, the duplicate together
with the remittances will be given to the treasurer, and the triplicate will be
retained by the secretary. The blanks will be added by each of the three
independently and the totals will be compared. Each of them will file his
copy under his private lock. The treasurer need enter only the totals for the
day in his cashbook, and will submit to the secretary evidence of the deposit
of the funds in bank to be compared with his record. The auditor need only
see that the funds called for by the secretary’s blanks have been accounted
for by the treasurer and by the credit of the total to the controlling account.
Vouchers for payments should be accompanied by invoices from creditors,
properly certified payrolls, etc. They should be checked as to extensions and
additions, and those for purchases should be approved as to price by the
person authorizing the purchase and as to quality and quantity by the persons
receiving the goods. They should finally be approved for payment by an
officer authorized to do so, and payment should be evidenced by the cheque
number of the treasurer.
Question No. 3:
A corporation owns nearly all of a block of land. The remaining portion
is purchased subject to an existing lease. The corporation sets aside out
of surplus an amount believed to be sufficient to extend its plant over the
entire block at the expiration of the lease. What ledger title should be given
to the amount set aside, and how should the amount be set up on the balancesheet ?
Answer to Question No. 3:
It is apparently the intention to say that the actual money is set aside. If
so, it would be charged to “plant extension fund,’’ which would appear as an
asset on the balance-sheet. It would not affect the credit side of the balancesheet at all, unless it were desired to call the attention of stockholders and
others to the fact that the corporation was retaining some of its profits in
the business. In this case the surplus account would be sub-divided to show
as follows:
Surplus
Appropriated for plant extension..................... xx.xx
Free for dividends............................................. xx.xx
Total surplus .............................................
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Question No. 4:
In making “detailed” audits some auditors verify all postings and footings
of general and subsidiary ledgers, even though controlling accounts are kept.
State reasons for and against such procedure.

Answer to Question No. 4:
All postings and footings that affect fixed asset accounts should be
verified. There are relatively few of these, and the work of verifying them
is justified by the danger that the profit and loss results may be affected by
an accidental or intentional inclusion in fixed assets of items that are really
expenses. The only advantage of verifying nominal accounts in detail is
that any posting to a wrong operating account would falsify the detailed
statement of cost and profit, but such errors would usually be discovered by
judicious tests, if they were at all important.
One advantage of a complete verification of postings and footings is that
errors in a trial balance may thus be discovered. However, it is not the
province of an auditor to put books into balance, and if he undertakes to
do it as part of his audit he may find that the bookkeeper will not over
exert himself to discover such errors, but will rely on the auditor to find
them.
The advantage gained by verifying postings and footings of a customer’s
ledger is the chance of discovering possible entries in wrong accounts, which
is something that the auditor should not agree to do. As long as the trial
balance of the subsidiary ledger shows that the total balances agree with the
balance of the controlling account, the auditor may be satisfied that all entries
have been posted to customers, and he may safely leave it to the one who is
overcharged or undercredited to object. If no controlling account is kept, the
auditor can easily build one up for himself.
In general, except where fraud is strongly suspected, there is little use in
employing expensive time in detailed checking when proper tests will com
pletely satisfy the auditor that the accounts are correct.

Question No. 5:
Describe three methods of calculating depreciation and suggest cases in
which each might be feasible or desirable.
Answer to Question No. 5:
1. A fixed per cent on the diminishing value. Usually the best in the
case of assets which call for increasing repairs as the assets gradually wear
out and will have some scrap value when they are finally discarded.
2. Sinking fund method by which the money necessary to replace the
asset will be on hand at the end of its estimated life. This method is seldom
used, but it may be advisable when applied to an entire plant or section of a
plant that will have to be replaced as a unit when worn out.
A modification of the usual sinking fund method may be adopted by con
tributing to the fund each year a fixed per cent of the original cost. The
interest on the fund is credited to reserve for depreciation, reducing the
amount to be charged as depreciation each year to that extent. As the in
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terest contributions to the fund increase, the depreciation charge gradually
diminishes, thus equalizing in some degree the depreciation and repairs
expense.
3. Production method. By this method depreciation is calculated in
proportion to the output of an asset. This method is especially applicable in
the case of an asset that is not in continuous or regular use, such as an expen
sive machine which has special functions which are exercised only when a
certain class of work has to be performed at irregular times.

Question No. 6:
The federal reserve board stipulates that paper to be eligible for re
discount must be supported by a statement of the borrower showing a satis
factory excess of quick assets over current liabilities.
(a) For such purpose what items are
1. Quick assets?
2. Current liabilities ?

(b) A man owns 100% of the stock of each of two corporations. The
business of one corporation is leased to the other, so that the lessee corpora
tion has title to all quick assets. What kind of a statement should be
submitted ?
Answer to Question No. 6:

(a) 1.

Quick assets—
Cash on hand and in bank................................
Notes receivable of customers on hand (not
past due)...............................................
Notes receivable discounted with guaranty..
Accounts receivable, customers’ (not past due)
Notes receivable, customers’, past due (cash
value $--- ).............................................
Accounts receivable, customers’, past due
(cash value $. )...................................

xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx
xxx

xxx
xxxx

Less—
Reserve for bad debts................................ xxx
Reserve for discounts, etc................................ xxx
Inventories—
Raw material.............................................
Goods in process . -...........................................
Uncompleted contracts.....................................
Less payments on account................................
Finished goods..................................................

Other quick assets, described..........................
Total quick assets .............................................
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(a) 2.

Unsecured bills and notes—
Acceptances for merchandise or material pur
chased ................................................
Notes given for merchandise or material....
Notes to bank for money borrowed.................
Notes sold through brokers..............................
Notes given for fixed assets..............................
Notes to stockholders, officers or employees..

Unsecured accounts—
Accounts payable for purchases (not yet due)
Accounts for purchases (past due)...............
Accounts due to stockholders, officers or em
ployees ................................................

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx

xxx

xxx

Secured liabilities—
Notes receivable discounted guaranteed.........
Customers’ accounts assigned ........................
Obligations secured by liens on inventories. .
Obligations secured by securities pledged....

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

Accrued liabilities (wages, taxes, etc.).........
Other current liabilities (described).............

xxx
xxx

Total current liabilities............................

xxx
xxxx

(b) The statements to be submitted should include a consolidated profit
and loss statement and a consolidated balance-sheet, made up in the ordinary
way, following the classification of accounts prescribed by the federal
reserve board.
Question No. 7:
In auditing the accounts of a corporation for the first time you find that
during prior years the federal income-tax returns (which had not been
audited by the government) were, in your opinion, inaccurate and that a
substantial additional amount of taxes is due to the government. Your client
claims that the returns were correct, having been prepared under the advice
of counsel. You believe that the client is acting in good faith. What, if
anything, would you recommend? What bearing, if any, would the facts
have upon a balance-sheet to be certified by you?

Answer to Question No. 7 :

I should recommend that the matter be referred to the collector of
internal revenue, stating the exact facts, and especially calling attention to
the fact that the returns had been made in good faith and under advice of
counsel. If a representative of the department, after examining the ac
counts, should find that the taxes paid had been insufficient, the corporation
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would be in a much more favorable position than if it had waited until the
department itself discovered the inaccuracies.
In the balance-sheet that I would certify I would include a reserve for
taxes large enough to cover the additional amount that in my opinion it will
be necessary to pay.
Question No. 8:
Describe a proper arrangement of audit working papers:
(a) During the audit;
(b) When ready for filing.

Answer to Question No. 8:

(a) The papers should be so arranged that they can be readily used for
reference. All paper should be of a uniform size. Each sheet should be
devoted to a specific subject, and no other subject should appear on that
sheet. It is better to waste nine-tenths of a sheet than to fill it up with
matter relating to a subject about which the rest of the information is to
be found some distance away.
If there is a regular schedule of instructions in regard to the conduct of
the audit, the papers should be arranged in the order of that schedule. If
not, the order in which the papers are kept is not important, provided that all
the members of the staff use the same arrangement in all audits. The object
to be gained is easy access to any paper to which it is desired to refer. It
is not sufficient that each senior should adopt his own peculiar arrangement,
because others may have to refer to the papers, especially the principal who
is examining the report before signing it.
(b) For permanent filing the best arrangement is probably one that begins
with the final balance-sheet, as contained in the report to the client. The
papers relating to each item would follow in the order of the items on the
balance-sheet, beginning with the first asset and ending with the last lia
bility. Then would come the profit and loss statement and the papers relating
to it in the order of the items on the statement. Each working sheet should
be distinctly headed with the title of the subject under consideration.

Question No. 9:
In the audit of the accounts of an instalment house with 20,000 open
accounts, where weekly payments are due and made in currency, how would
you verify the outstanding balances?

Answer to Question No. 9:

To handle such a large number of accounts it would be necessary to have
numerous ledgers, probably twenty or more. The accounts should be divided
alphabetically among these ledgers, and there should be a controlling account
for each one, either on the general ledger itself or in a subsidiary memo
randum book. Each ledger can be balanced to its controlling account. To
verify the individual accounts it would be sufficient to make numerous tests.
As more than 3,000 payments must be made on the average each day there
must be several cashiers. The best plan would be to station juniors in as
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many cashiers’ cages as possible, who would endorse the customer’s contract
for the cashier and at the same time note the number on a sheet with columns
for the names and numbers of customers who were exactly paid to date,
those who were delinquent and how much, and those who might have paid
in advance, and how much. Comparing these memorandums would give a
sufficient basis for verifying the active accounts. For those badly delinquent
the collection department should have correspondence in which the amount
due is demanded. If there are no letters objecting to the accounts, it is
reasonable to suppose that they are correct. If these tests show that the
accounts examined are correct, it is sufficiently certain that all the rest of
them are.
Question No. 10:
You ascertain that a client owes a substantial amount for assessments
against local benefits. No liability therefor appears on the books. How
would you proceed to determine the amount due? How would you reflect
such amount on the balance-sheet?
Answer to Question No. 10:

There would almost certainly be in the office a statement of the special
assessments showing the total amount and the instalment now due. In any
event, inquiry of the special assessment office of the municipality would dis
close the existence of such assessments and all the particulars in regard to
them.
If the assessments were levied for improvements that are entirely new
the amount due should be charged to real estate. If for the replacement of
similar items it should be charged to real estate expense, unless there is a
reserve to which it could be charged. As the future will be benefited by the
improvements, the expense need not be charged to profit and loss all in one
year, but may be spread over several years. In any event the portion due
and unpaid should be carried as a current liability.
Question No. 11:
On March 15, 1919, you received instructions to audit the accounts of a
large corporation whose fiscal year ended December 31, 1918. The corpora
tion has subscribed for Liberty bonds through various banks, and at Decem
ber 31, 1918, certain subscriptions had been paid in full and delivery of the
bonds accepted, while in other cases part payments only had been made.
Bonds have also been delivered to employees who have subscribed and paid
for them in full. Describe how you would proceed to verify the asset shown
on the balance-sheet at December 31, 1918, representing bonds on hand and
part payments made on subscriptions, so that you can give an unqualified
certificate to your clients as of December 31, 1918.

Answer to Question No. 11:

There would probably be three accounts kept—bonds, representing bonds
on hand; employees, being amount due on bonds subscribed; and bonds sub
scription, representing the liability for bonds subscribed but not delivered.
When an employee made his last payment on his bond, the bond would be
delivered to him and an entry would be made charging bonds subscriptions
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and crediting bonds. Entries of this character between January 1 and
March 15 should be checked with the receipts given for the bonds when
delivered. This will account for some of the bonds that were on hand on
December 31. The others should be on hand and be verified by count on
March 15. The entries of cash to the credit of employees since December 31
should either be checked or fully tested, and, if possible, a number of the
subscription contracts should be called in for comparison with the records.
This cannot always be safely done, as ignorant employees are liable to be
suspicious if asked to show their contracts. In the absence of suspicious
circumstances the auditor may have to be satisfied with the examination of
those contracts only which appear to be in arrears.

Question No. 12:

There is no question with this number on the official papers.
Question No. 13:
In making an audit of a trust estate you find the following amounts
treated as income:
(a) Profit on retirement of $10,000 bonds paid off at par plus 5%.
(b) Dividend of $500 due prior to decedent’s death.
(c) Interest on $10,000 note for half-year to June 30th (testator having
died on March 31st).
(d) Dividend of $1,000 for half-year to June 30th received July 1st.
What criticism, if any, would you advance in regard to these credits?
Answer to Question No. 13:
(a) Any excess of the amount realized above the inventory value of an
asset is an increase in the corpus of the estate and should be credited to
increase in assets and eventually to the corpus or capital. The 5% collected
on the bonds is not income but is an increase in assets.
(b) Dividend declared prior to death of decedent, whether due or not,
is an asset at that time and should have been included in the inventory. It
should now be credited to new assets or direct to the corpus.
(c) The interest accrued on March 31st should have been included in the
inventory. As this was not done, half the interest collected should be credited
to the corpus and half to income.
(d) In this country it is generally considered that dividends are not to
be considered until they are declared. The whole of the dividend would
therefore be credited to income. In England it would be divided between
corpus and income.
Bonus Stock

Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: If you will give me your opinion on the following I will greatly
appreciate it:
Smith and Jones are going into business, and are to incorporate with an
authorized capital stock of $35,000.00—par value of shares $100.00; $10,000
preferred and $25,000 common.
Smith and Jones subscribe for $10,000 each (total $20,000) of the common
stock and pay cash for it. This leaves unissued or unsubscribed of the com
mon stock $5,000.00.
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They now offer to Brown all the preferred stock at par $10,000, and
issue to him as a donation the balance of the common stock, $5,000.00, with
the understanding that Brown is to pay for his stock in cash at once.
My understanding has always been that stock donated should be stock
that has once been paid up and returned as a gift by some stockholders, or
bought back by the corporation. In the above case this $5,000,000 has not
been purchased, and the stock at present is worth only about $86.00 a share.
In order to carry these entries through the books, it will, as I see it,
be necessary to set up an account “donated stock account” on the debit side
of the ledger. Will you advise me if this can be done legitimately ?
Again, suppose it is done, and in the first year enough profits from opera
tions are made to pay the preferred dividend and wipe out this donated stock
account by charging it against the surplus, provided sanction from the stock
holders and directors is obtained, would the $5,000.00 donated stock then be
legally considered paid in full?
Yours truly,
N. C. L.
You are confusing donated stock with treasury stock. The latter is cor
rectly described by you as stock that has once been sold and has since been
reacquired by the company through gift or purchase. It may be donated by
stockholders to the company; but in the case of the stock given to Brown, it
is donated by the company to the stockholder, which is a very different
proposition.
The proper entry when this stock is given to Brown is:
Bonus to preferred stockholders..........................
Common capital stock...........................................

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

The stock is not paid up and Brown would be liable to creditors for it.
However, if the bonus account is afterward charged off against surplus, it
would act as a payment in full of the common stock issued to Brown. It is
equivalent to making a special dividend to Brown to apply on his stock, and
he would be relieved from liability.
Unissued stock on which nothing has been paid may be issued in this
way as a bonus in most of the states, but when it is it should be offset by
an account called bonus and not discount on stock.
Advance Royalties

Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir : I have a problem on which I would like to have a little assistance.
X invents and gets a patent on a certain article and spends some little time
and money designing, manufacturing and also patenting two special machines
for the production of this certain article and makes an agreement with Y
as follows:
X agrees to furnish Y at his plant two special machines capable of a
certain production per hour, and after delivery, demonstration and acceptance
of said machines Y is to reimburse X for the cost of the machines and pay
an extra $5,000.00 cash. X grants Y the right, liberty and license to make,
use and sell the patented article for three years under X’s patents for a
guaranteed royalty of $5,000.00 per year to X. After three years the con
tract is to be renewed at option of Y for successive periods of two years
each.
The problem which bothers me is this: What is to be done with the
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$5,000.00 cash ? It seems to me that it does not represent anything tangible,
as Y reimburses X for the cost of the machines and thereby is only allowed
to charge equipment account with such cost. Y does not care to show this
amount on his books under patents, good will, etc., but would like if possible
to charge it all at once to profit and loss. If that is not proper, would it be
right to spread this amount over a period of three years, charging a certain
part to every month’s operation?
Yours truly,
Subscriber.

The transaction described really amounts to paying a royalty of $5,000.00
in advance and $5,000.00 a year for three years or more. As there is no
certainty that the contract will be renewed at the end of the third year, it is
better to deal with it as a royalty of $20,000.00 for three years, or thirty-six
months, which is $555.55 a month.
The first $5,000.00 should be charged to “royalties paid in advance.” Each
month royalties should be charged as an operating expense with $555.55.
The offsetting credits would be $138.88 to “royalties paid in advance” and
$416.67 to X. When further payments are made to X, his account will be
charged.
The letter does not say so, but it is probable that the annual payment of
$5,000.00 is a minimum price. If Y’s production calls for more than $5,000.00
royalty in the current year, the figure $416.67 would have to be correspond
ingly increased. Since production cannot be foretold, it does not seem
possible to do anything except to spread the original $5,000.00 evenly over
three years. In any event there is no reason for charging it all off the first
year.
Distribution of Overhead

Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir : May I trouble you to answer the following for me ?
(1) Ours is a manufacturing plant, divided into cabinetmakers’, machine
hands’, finishers’ and carpenters’ departments. In calculating the overhead,
which we usually do at the end of the year (establishing the overhead rates
for the ensuing year), the expenses for the previous year are apportioned
in the proper ratio to the departments, dividing by the total working hours
of each department for the year. This gives us so many cents an hour for a
cabinetmaker’s overhead, so much for a machine-hand’s, and so on. A diffi
culty arises because, if in the following year the number of hours worked has
greatly increased or decreased, the calculated overhead would be so much
more or less than the real overhead cost. In addition, salaries and other
expenses may have increased during the year. As we are keeping the cost
of each job and make a good many of our jobs on a time-and-material-cost
basis, you can readily see how much harm such a system may cause, there
being the danger of either overcharging or undercharging, one being as bad
as the other. We could not very well distribute the overhead expenses
weekly, as the costs on some of the jobs are required almost daily. Besides,
there are many months which may have a heavier burden of expense because
some of the general expenses happen to have been incurred in those months.
Because of these heavier burdens on some of the months the cost of the same
article to the same customer may differ in one month from the cost in another.
What manner of distributing the overhead would you suggest ?
(2) Should expenses, such as repairing a burned-out motor or loss on
trading of a machine or replacing it be added to the overhead cost? If so,
what months should bear the burden?
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(3) Have you any knowledge of a special lumber calculating machine
which would reckon in feet or in inches items like the following:
90 p. &' 6" x 3½" x ⅞
(4) Where shall I look for information in regard to profit-sharing and
bonus plans?
Yours truly,
H. G.
(1) A fixed distribution rate covering the year is preferable because of
giving an even normal cost throughout the year, but when unusual changes
in the rate occur, as has been the case during the abnormal conditions of the
past few years, it is sometimes necessary to change the rate from time to time
to suit the changed circumstances. If an account “manufacturing expense”
is carried and charged with the expense incurred each month, and another
account, “manufacturing expense distributed,” is credited with all expense
distributed on factory orders during the month, the difference between the
two accounts will represent the unabsorbed or overabsorbed expense during
the period. The unabsorbed expense may be distributed over the factory
orders for the month by means of a supplementary rate, but if most of the
orders have already been billed on a cost-plus basis, this would not help as
far as those orders were concerned. The alternative would be to increase
the rate for the succeeding month or months. When it is possible to do so,
an estimated rate might be fixed in advance for the month to cover increasing
expenses or decreasing production. Care must be used in regard to seasonal
fluctuations, as it is possible for a fixed distribution rate to be too high at
some seasons and too low at others, but normal for the year as a whole.
When estimates indicate that such will be the case it is better to use the
fixed rate.

(2) Repairs should be allocated to the month by estimating the total annual
amount and charging operating expense and crediting reserve for repairs with
one-twelfth each month. The actual cost of the repairs would, of course, be
charged to the reserve account. The same thing will apply to depreciation.
Replacements should be charged to depreciation reserve. If a machine is
sold or exchanged for a new one, the cost value of the old machine should
be credited to machinery, and the offsetting debit should be accounts payable
for the amount allowed for it, depreciation reserve for the amount of de
preciation already charged off and surplus for any shortage.

(3) Lumber trade papers would be able to answer as to calculating
machines better than we can.
(4) Bulletin No. 208, Profit Sharing in the United States, issued by the
United States department of labor, bureau of labor statistics, can be obtained
for twenty cents from the superintendent of documents, government printing
office, Washington. It discusses the profit sharing plans in use in this
country and gives a list of books, pamphlets and articles in periodicals dealing
with the subject.
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New York University Alumni
The School of Commerce Alumni Association of New York University
has become amalgamated with the alumni associations of other colleges and
schools of the university in a General Alumni Association. The secretary
of the association is Howard F. Langland, 512 Fifth avenue, New York.

Harris, Allan & Company announce dissolution of partnership. Errol
Kerr, J. Thompson Cook and William Harris, partners of the former firm,
announce the formation of a partnership under the firm name of Harris.
Kerr & Co., with offices at 347 Madison avenue, New York.
Robert Hale Tuttle and Ethan Allen Whitney announce the formation of
a partnership under the firm name of Tuttle, Whitney & Co., with offices
in Central building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Searle, Nicholson & Lill and Francis Oakey & Co. announce consolida
tion of their practices under the firm name of Searle, Nicholson, Oakey &
Lill, with offices at 52 Broadway, New York.

Amos D. Albee, Son & Co. (Boston) announce that Richard L. Harper
has retired from the firm on account of ill health. The practice will be
continued by the remaining partners under the same firm name.
Frank Tupper and H. C. Oberist announce the formation of a partner
ship under the firm name of Tupper & Oberist, with offices at 306 Main
street, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Emerson E. Rossmoore and Leslie Abbott announce the formation of a
partnership under the firm name of Rossmoore & Abbott, with offices at 217
Broadway, New York.
Robert Douglas & Co. (Boston) announce that Philip F. Clapp has be
come a member of the firm, as of September 1, 1919.

A. S. Hansen & Co. announce the opening of an office in Tacoma, Wash
ington, at 410 National Realty building.
Harry L.. Oppenheimer & Co. announce the opening of offices in the
Railway Exchange building, St. Louis, Missouri.
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William P. Husband announces the opening of an office at 212 Fidelity
Trust building, Portland, Me.

Ernest J. Pirman announces the opening of an office at 27 East Twentysecond street, New York.

Marwick, Mitchell & Co. announce that Albert J. Watson has become a
member of the firm.
Fedde & Pasley, New York, announce that Thomas F. Conroy has been
admitted to the firm.

Homes & Davis, New York, announce that Louis Weinstein has been
admitted to the firm.
Lincoln G. Kelly announces the reopening of offices in the Walker Bank
building, Salt Lake City.

August N. Brissman announces the opening of an office in the Berglund
building, Moline, Illinois.
The Safeguard Account Co. announces removal of its New York office
to 110 West 42d street.
Morris Rogin announces the opening of an office at 1328 Broadway,
New York.
Robert Le C. Hovey announces the opening of offices at 160 Broadway,
New York.
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V

American Institute of Accountants
List of Officers, Members of Council and Committees
1919-1920

OFFICERS
President................................................................... Waldron H. Rand, 101 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
Arthur W. Teele, 120 Broadway, New York
Vice-presidents....................................................... H. Ivor Thomas, 616 Higgins Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Treasurer.................................................................... J. E. Sterrett, 54 William Street, New York
Secretary..................................................................... A. P. Richardson, 1 Liberty Street, New York
Members of the Council
For five years:
For three years:
Hamilton S. Corwin............................New Jersey
J. S. M. Goodloe.................................... New York
Edward E. Gore............................................Illinois
Elmer L. Hatter...................................... Maryland
Charles S. Ludlam............................. New York
J. Edward Masters.......................... Massachusetts
Overton S. Meldrum.............................. Kentucky
James S. Matteson................................ Minnesota
Charles Neville............................................Georgia
Robert H. Montgomery.......................... New York
Adam A. Ross................................... Pennsylvania
Carl H. Nau...................................................... Ohio
C. M. Williams................................. Washington
W. Ernest Seatree...................................... Illinois

For four years :
For two years:
Harvey S. Chase.............................Massachusetts
F. W. Lafrentz..................................... New York
J. D. M. Crockett....................................... Missouri
W. R. Mackenzie......................................... Oregon
W. Sanders Davies................................. New York
Walter Mucklow........................................... Florida
Page Lawrence....... . ................................ Colorado
John B. Niven...................................... New Jersey
Ernest Reckitt......................................... ....Illinois
Herbert G. Stockwell.........................Pennsylvania
W. A. Smith.......................................... Tennessee
F. F. White.......................................... New Jersey
Edward L. Suffern........................... .New Jersey
Arthur Young................................................Illinois
For one year :*
John F. Forbes........................................ California
Elijah W. Sells..................................... New York
William P. Hilton................................... Virginia
E. G. Shorrock.................................... Washington
J Porter Joplin........................................ Illinois
F. A. Tilton.............................................. Michigan
* A vacancy exists in the membership of council for this term.
Board

of

Examiners

For three years :
For two years:
F. H. Hurdman..................................... New York
W. P. Hilton............................................. Virginia
J. C. Scobie............................................. New York
John B. Niven, Chairman..................New Jersey
Arthur W. Teele................................... New York
Ernest Reckitt...............................................Illinois
For one year:
Charles S. Ludlam................................ New York
Waldron H. Rand.......................... Massachusetts
H. Ivor Thomas...................................... California

Auditors
C. E. Iszard..............................................Delaware
William R. Tolleth.................................... Virginia

COMMITTEES
Executive Committee

The President, Chairman............. Massachusetts
W. Sanders Davies............................... New York
The Treasurer....................................... New York
J. E. Masters..................................... Massachusetts
H. S. Corwin......................... ..............New Jersey
John B. Niven...................................... New Jersey
E. W. Sells............................................ New York
Committee on Professional Ethics

Carl H. Nau, Chairman......................
Ohio
J. Porter Joplin............................................. Illinois
J. D. M. Crockett..................................... Missouri
T. Edward Ross................................. Pennsylvania
Charles H. Tuttle........................... Massachusetts

VI
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Committee on Arbitration
C. E. Wermuth, Chairman....................Louisiana
Lewis G. Fisher...............................Rhode Island
E. Lovejoy..............................................New York
Committee on Budget and Finance
E. W. Sells, Chairman........................ New York
Thomas L. Berry.................................... Maryland
Charles Hecht....................................... New York
Committee on Constitution and By-Laws
W. R. Mackenzie, Chairman.................... Oregon
W. A. Coy........................................................ Ohio
W. S. Sutton.....................................Pennsylvania
Committee on Education
W. S. Whittlesey, Chairman..................New York
Allan Davies...........................................New York
C. O. Wellington........................... Massachusetts
Committee on Ethical Publicity
W. Sanders Davies, Chairman............. New York
Carl H. Nau..................................................... Ohio
T. Edward Ross.................................Pennsylvania
Committee on Federal Legislation
Adam A. Ross, Chairman................ Pennsylvania
Francis Oakey...................................... New York
Archibald Bowman............................. New York
Committee on Meetings
W. A. Clader, Chairman......................... Delaware
J. E. Bates.......................... District of Columbia
A. M. Pullen............................................... Virginia
Committee on Nominations
H. S. Corwin, Chairman..................... New York
Joseph M. Pugh................................ Pennsylvania
C. M. Williams............... .................... Washington

Committee on Publication
J. E. Sterrett, Chairman.................................. NewYork
William M. Lybrand........................................ NewYork
F. F. White..........................................New Jersey
Committee on State Legislation
J. S. M. Goodloe, Chairman................ New York
J. E. Hutchinson.......................................... Texas
F. A. Smith................................................Missouri
Committee on Administration of Endowment
Geo. O. May, Chairman.................................. NewYork
Robert Douglas................... Massachusetts
J. Porter Joplin............................................Illinois
S. R. Mitchell.....................................................NewYork
E. W. Sells.........................................................NewYork
Committee on Increased Membership
Page Lawrence, Chairman..................... Colorado
E. L. Pride...................................... Massachusetts
Wm. Whitfield..............................................Oregon
Committee on National Budget
Francis Oakey, Chairman.................. New York
Archibald Bowman.............................. New York
Adam A. Ross.................................... Philadelphia
Committee on Procedure
Henry B. Fernald, Chairman........... New Jersey
Julius J. Anderson.................................Minnesota
John F. Forbes...................................... California
W. B. Richards..................................... New York
H. E. Smith..........................................Washington
Committee on Subsidiary Organizations
Robert H. Montgomery, Chairman... New York
A. T. Bacon................................................Illinois
Stephen G. Rusk............................................. Ohio

Accounting
Mathematics
Simplified
This subject is treated in a very compre
hensive manner in our new book

Mathematics for the Accountant
By EUGENE R. VINAL, A. M.

Professor of Investment Mathematicsand Account
ing in the School of Commerce and Finance,
Northeastern College, Boston

PORTFOLIOS OF DISTINCTION
CENTURY Portfolios are equipment of distinction—known and
appreciated for their excellence of material, superb workmanship and
efficient design. In the

CENTURY “DE LUXE” PORTFOLIO (Illustrated)
you will find embodied all the essentials of a practical Portfolio.
Made of heavy English Bridle leather. Black, Russet,or Cordovan.
Size: 17" x 11½". Solid shawl straps and adjustable handle. Three
pockets, each with 2½" expansion. Small pocket, 5" x 9", with flap
closed by snap buttons, for memo books, pencils, etc. Hand-made
gold finished staple and hooks for padlock. Strong suspending lock
with key. Sent prepaid, anywhere in U. S. for $19.85.

Money immediately refunded if not satisfactory in
every respect.
CENTURY Portfolios, Brief Cases and Secretary Cases
—some priced as low as $5—described in our catalog “G”.
on request.

Sent

CENTURY LEATHER CRAFTS COMPANY
350 Broadway
New York City

The fourteen chapters discuss such sub
jects as Accounts Current, Foreign Ex
change, Powers and Roots, Logarithms,
Annuities, Sinking Funds, Amortization, etc.
At the end of each chapter are problems
based on the work which has preceded.
A copy of this book will be sent for 5 days’
examination. If you decide to keep it re
mit $2, otherwise return the book.

Biddle Publishing Co.,
Business Books
19 West 44th St. dept. 14 New York
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An up-to-date National Cash Register gives
a merchant control of his business
T forces each clerk, or the mer
chant himself, to make a record
of every sale he handles. The
record must be complete before
change can be made or the trans
action finished.

I

The record of each transaction is
brought to the attention of the cus
tomer in two ways. By the elec
trically lighted figures at the top
of the register and by the printed
receipt which she receives.

The record is also printed and
added automatically at the time
the transaction takes place. These
accurate records are the founda
tion of good storekeeping.
A merchant must have such records to control his busi
ness and to make up his income tax report. An up-todate National Cash Register gives them to him cheaply,
accurately, and quickly.
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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The Accountant's Indispensable Guide
The task of filling out a tax return falls most heavily upon the accountant, and
because he fully realizes the complexity of the problems he must grapple with he
gladly avails himself of every reliable, labor-saving assistance he can obtain. For this
reason thousands of accountants have used Montgomery’s manuals of Tax Procedure.
These guides have earned a reputation for helpfulness, reliability, and thoroughness,
that is second to none. This year’s manuals will not lag behind their predecessors in
any detail. Everything that will facilitate the accountant’s work and enable him to
avoid laborious experimental calculation will be included.

Income Tax Procedure
Excess
How These Manuals Are
Regarded
“Apart from its contents, which render it in
dispensable to an accountant, the book is so
well written that it is really a pleasure to read
it.”—W. T. Simpson, Public Accountant and
Auditor, New York, N. Y.
“In our use of the book, which is constant,
it has never yet failed to answer any question
which we have had to ask. This is certainly
saying a great deal considering the complexity
of the subject.”—J. H. Gannon, The Butterick
Company, New York, N. Y.

“It is absolutely complete in every detail
and I am sure I shall find it very useful.”—
H. H. Bizallion, The Gotham National Bank,
New York, N. Y.
“This is always a valuable book for me to
have on file.”—C. Stanley Mitchell, Vice-Presi
dent, The Chatham & Phenix National Bank,
New York, N. Y.
“It has always been of considerable help to
me and I am sure that it is the best guide on
the market.”—William H. Montgomery, Presi
dent, Eighth National Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.
“This book is a very great help, and we are
exceedingly glad to have it.”—S'. A. Everitt,
Treasurer, Doubledav, Page & Co., Garden
City, N. Y.

“The work is one which is invaluable not
only to lawyers but to all those who are largely
affected by the Federal Revenue Acts. I cer
tainly cannot speak too highly of it.”—W. H.
Van Benschoten, of Duer, Strong & White-

This year Mr. Montgomery’s Income Tax Pro
cedure is published in two volumes. Vol. I, “Income
Tax Procedure—1920,” 1100 pages, is devoted to a
very thorough consideration of the income tax alone.
Vol. II, “Excess Profits Tax Procedure,” 400 pages,
is equally explicit in its handling of returns under the
Excess Profits Tax law. In both the accountant will
find assembled for ready reference, (1) the text of
the law, (2) the Treasury Department rulings and
regulations, and (3) the Court decisions bearing
upon the item in question. They give a full and
clear explanation of the accounting procedure and
point out the taxpayer’s rights and duties under the
law.

For Taxpayers of Every Class
These manuals cover comprehensively the needs of
every class of taxpayer. The requirements of the
returns for corporations, bankers, brokers, profes
sional and business men, fiduciaries, resident and
non-resident aliens, and so forth, are fully explained.
Out of his own experience with hundreds of cases
of all kinds that have been submitted to him for
advice the author is able to give special attention to
troublesome items and you will find an answer to all
the problems you may encounter in making out returns.

head, New York, N. Y.

“We find that this book is of very great
value to us in making up our income tax re
turns and are not willing to get along without
it.”—T. J. Kauffman, Treasurer and General
Manager, Square D Company, Detroit, Mich.

The Ronald
20 Vesey Street
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in Solving Tax Return Problems
These manuals are indispensable not only because of the completeness of their
accounting advice, but also because they give all the legal counsel the accountant re
quires in order to safeguard his employer’s or client’s interests. Mr. Montgomery is
not only a well-known C. P. A. but is also a member of the New York and Philadel
phia Bars and his manuals are ready reference books in the offices of lawyers all over
the country. His exposition of and comments upon the law and the Treasury rulings
are clear, concise, and dependable, and opinions he has expressed in former manuals
have been in harmony with decisions subsequently rendered by the Supreme Court.

—1920
Profits Tax Procedure
Difficult Accounting Problems Are Simplified
Intricate questions such as those relating to
Depreciation, Depletion and Obsolescence are
made clear and the approved methods of hand
ling them are shown; Inventories, which have
been a fruitful source of trouble, receive full
consideration and the requirements of the In
ternal Revenue Bureau are distinctly pointed
out; Exemptions, Deductions, and Credits are
straightened out, and nothing is omitted that
will enable you to apply the requirements of
the statute and the regulations to any particu
lar condition of investment and income.

The New York State Income Tax Law
Two chapters of great interest and practical
value to taxpayers in New York State and to
many whose source of income is in that State
but who reside in neighboring States are de
voted to a consideration of the New York State
Law.

Examine These Manuals
Both volumes will appear in January. Send for
them and examine them thoroughly. You can judge
for yourself just how much valuable assistance and
needed advice you can derive from them. If you
find that you cannot profitably use either volume, or
both, by all means return them and a prompt refund will
be made if cash has been sent with
order. If you prefer to examine
them before remitting you may do
so. Use the accompanying Coupon.

RONALD

Press Co.
New York City, N. Y.

Some Press Opinions
“The volume is one which will be of the greatest
possible assistance to the accountant, the corpora
tion official, and the individual taxpayer.”—The
Journal of Accountancy.
“His suggestions as to accounting procedure in
the handling of transactions as to which there are
often alternative methods open to the accountant,
are particularly valuable.”—Bulletin of National
Tax Association.
“The most practical working compendium of the
Income Taxes that the reviewer has seen.”—Univ.
of Pa. Law Review.
“There is nothing that has come to the review
er’s attention that is in any way so comprehensive
and helpful on this subject as this manual.”—
National Efficiency Quarterly.

Use This Coupon
The Ronald Press Co.,
Dept. 178,20 Vesey Street, New York City

As soon as issued, send me copies of R. H.
Montgomery’s Income Tax Manuals.
*Vol. 1. Income Tax Procedure—1920. Price $6.00
Vol. 2. Excess Profits Tax Procedure. Price $3.00
At the end of Five Days I agree either to remit
the price, $9.00, or to return the books; or if I
wish to retain one to remit therefor and return
the other.
Name
Business Firm
Or Reference

_______________________________

Address
.______________________________
*If only one volume is desired cross out one not
wanted.

Bookseller
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If You Could Be
With Your Staff Men
On Every Audit—
you would be sure that they did the job as you would do it.
You would be sure that the client got a good impression
of you—that every safeguard was used in the examination
—that every point was covered—that the peculiarities of
the unusual business were considered—that the state
ments were drawn up in the approved form and that the
report was written in good clear English.
You can’t follow your men
around. But you can require
them to follow definite instruc
tions. HOW TO AUDIT is a
book of instructions for staff aud
itors written just as you would
write it. In fact, it was written
by the head of a widely known
New York firm of Auditors and
Public Accountants. The author
is a C. P. A. and M. A. I. A.
He wrote it as an instruction book
for the members of his own aud

iting staff and requires them to
live up to the rules in it.

HOW TO AUDIT contains de
tailed instructions for perform
ing an audit. In addition there
is a set of standard paragraphs
for use in writing reports. These
are carefully written to cover the
usual comments.
By using
them, you insure that the report
will not only be complete, but
well written.

Have your secretary order a copy of HOW
TO AUDIT from The McArdle Press, Inc.,
705 Third Ave., New York City. The price
is $1.90.

How to Audit—the audit staff instruction book.
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BOOKS LIKE THESE FORM

THE FOUNDATION OF BUSINESS
CONSIDER the chaotic condition of modern business without these specialized
record books for systematically recording its transactions. Time was when
a door and a piece of chalk served the purpose of account keeping. Later
almost anything with a cover and ruled lines was employed by the roughand-ready bookkeeper. To-day, there is a National Bound and Loose Leaf
Book made for every possible requirement of record keeping.
NATIONAL Blank Books are carried in stock in your city. In range, con
struction, design and materials, the National Line is a world-leader. As
a measure of efficiency, economy and convenience, Nationalize your account
ing department. Locate the nearest National stationer or office supply house.

These eagles identify the National line,
made by the largest Blank Book institu
tion in the world.

RATIONAL BLANK Book Co.
HOLYOKE, MASS.
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You will find

HELP WANTED

Esterbrook
Pens

Senior or semi-senior with experience in
Income Tax work, by large accounting
firm in the South. State in first letter age, experience,
salary and whether bond can be furnished.
Address Box 958 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Wanted

in every country in the world
Esterbrook Pens are popular be
cause they are made exactly right
to do the work required. The right
shape—the right finish—the right
pen point and degree of firmness or
flexibility to suit the greatest num
ber of people and writing uses.

prefera
Experienced Senior;Accountant,
bly C. P. A., who is
capable of supervising audit engagements and preparing
reports, and competent to take management of office.
Permanent position and excellent opportunity in Middle
West.
Address Box 959 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Two senior accountants for work with Wis
consin Railroad and Public Utilities Com
mission. Write for information to Wisconsin Civil Serv
ice Commission, Madison, Wisconsin.

Made just right for over 60 years.
Send or telephone to your nearest
dealer, asking for samples. 15c a
dozen assorted, or of your favor
ite pen.

Wanted

61st

SITUATIONS WANTED

Christian, age twenty-seven, seeks
Accountant position as traveling auditor, or
construction field accountant. Experienced on costs.
Salary $2,300.
Address Box 956 c/o Journal of Accountancy

with professional experience as principal,
corporation industrial, and Governmental
during War, as Assistant Supervisor of District office;
of proven executive ability, desires permanent engage
ment with Accounting Firm of National standing. Pre
fers Detroit or Cleveland location. Salary $5,000.00.
Address Box 957 c/o Journal of Accountancy

C. P. A.

age 29 years, married, now in second
year accounting, admitted to bar in
Illinois, for past fifteen months with Government on in
come tax work, desires to associate with accounting firm.
Thoroughly familiar with income and excess profits tax
laws. Best references as to character and ability.

Young Man

Address Box 955 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Made in
America—
Used 'round
the world
THE
ESTERBROOK
PEN MFG. CO.
24-70 COOPER STREET
CAMDEN N. J.

EsterbrookPens
ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.

Send for price list and samples.

L H. BI6L0W & COMPANY, Inc.

Representative
Certified Public Accountant, established in Cleveland,
will act for firm desiring representation in this territory.
Address Box 954 c/o Journal of Accountancy

62

BROAD

STREET

NEW YORK

RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

CHICAGO
BRANCHES: Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Toronto, Pittsburgh, St. Louis
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COST ACCOUNTING
For MEN and WOMEN
Our course in Cost Accounting is
designed to prepare men and women
for work as cost accountants, so much
in demand just now by the Govern
ment.

BRIEF CASES
FOR ACCOUNTANTS
AND BUSINESSMEN
The Brief Case illustrated, made of the best grade
Russet Sole Leather, Size 17 x 10½ has three pockets,
each with an expansion of two inches; also one small
pocket size 9x5 with flap fastened with snapbutton.
Straps extend entirely around the case; handle is ad
justable on straps, always keeps in the center; has
first class padlock with two keys. Price complete,
$18.00.
Every L.L.B. Brief Case has all the good points of
the best Brief Cases made, plus the particular atten
tion that has been paid to style. Exceptionally strong,
durable and light.
60 other styles from $6 to $19. Send for Catalog No. 27

Express prepaid anywhere in U. S.
if not satisfied.

Other courses include Accountancy,
Auditing, Business Law, and Special
Post-Graduate Problems preparing for
C. P. A. Examination.

Send for catalog. Personal service
of R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A.

Money back

Bennett Accountancy Institute

L. L. B. CASE MFG. CO.

261 Farragut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

5 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

He had an important task to
do and then the whole office
was turned topsy-turvy. * * *
He had mislaid his Dixon's
Eldorado !____
Dixon’s Eldorado is made in 17 leads—one for every
need or preference. Write to us on your letter-head
and we will mail you full-length samples of your
favorite leads. Also write for interesting free book
let—“Finding Your Pencil.”

DIXON’S

ELdoradO
master drawingpencil
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., PENCIL DEPT. 117J,JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Canadian Distributors:—A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto
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Accountancy knowl
edge—broad knowledge
of accounting theory, spe
cific knowledge of account
ing practice, and sound knowledge of
legal principles—eventually gives earnestminded men and women everywhere a
market value as professional accountants, auditors,
comptrollers, financial executives—equips them for
post-war demands, opportunities, rewards.

Accredited, developmental courses in Accountancy
and Business Administration are continuously avail
able in resident-school groups at Pace Institute, New
York, Washington, and Boston. February classes
—day, afternoon, and evening classes—are now
being organized in each of these schools.
The courses may also be studied by Extension through the mails,
with a month’s trial instruction for $7—no obligation to con
tinue.
“Your Post-War Opportunity,” a 20-page booklet of stimulating facts, is
helpful in this time of new plans, new resolutions—complimentary copy
free upon request.

Pace & Pace
Washington

New York

1004 F Street, N. W.

Hudson Terminal
30 Church Street
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